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Welcome
Why football clubs have to keep moving the goalposts, the finance team remembering
the casualties of conflict, and Minecraft’s principles are child’s play for business
Millwall’s promotion to the
Championship league after the League
One play-off in May this year rounds
off CEO Steve Kavanagh FCCA’s first
season at the club rather nicely.

‘When people
get close to
Millwall, they find
something very
different from their
expectations’ [p.12]

The former Southend United CEO
is now grappling with a new set of
challenges as the club moves up but, as
Kavanagh says, ‘You can have your longterm vision but you have to be ready to
change your plans.’ Learn about how he
balances the club’s footballing ambition
with the financial reality, on page 12.
As we commemorate the centenary of
the end of the Battle of Passchendaele

The video game Minecraft, where

this month, we bring you a fascinating

players build a virtual world using 3D

interview with three ACCA members

blocks and tools, has been a big hit

who work at the Commonwealth War

among its young fan base. Many parents

Graves Commission. Karen Jamison,

will testify to the game’s huge appeal to

Lisa Elkins and Eleanor Sawyer operate

children, but can the concepts used in

behind the scenes to ensure the smooth

play be applied to global business? Find

financial running of this lasting tribute to

out in our article on page 42.

those who died in the two World Wars.

Finally, please note that our coverage

The interview is a real insight into what

of the 2017 Budget will feature in the

they are able to achieve on their modest

January edition of AB. See you in 2018!

AB

£70m budget, including managing
cemeteries in 23,000 locations in 54

Jo Malvern, editor

countries. See page 68 for more.

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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The UK government is
expected to ban sales and
exports of almost all ivory
in the new year. According
to the Environmental
Investigation Agency,
more than 36,000 ivory
items were exported from
the UK between 2010
and 2015.

More than 550 people
took part in the ImpetusPEF Private Equity
Triathlon at Dorney Lake,
Buckinghamshire. The
event supported Impetus
Private Equity Foundation,
which transforms the
lives of disadvantaged
young people.

Peppa Pig, a popular
children’s programme,
has reached 34 billion
views in mainland China
since its launch in 2016.
UK-listed media group
Entertainment One said
that sales of merchandise
were also on the up.

The UK’s construction
industry contracted in
September – the first time
since the referendum
on leaving the EU – as
projects were put on
hold due to economic
uncertainty, according
to the Market/CIPS UK
Construction PMI report.
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News roundup
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
HMRC ‘shoots first’

clearly increasingly effective

RSM, said that he increase

George Bull said: ‘Whereas

HMRC used accelerated

mechanism for HMRC to

‘reflects a continuing growth

the largest businesses have

payment powers last year to

clamp down on what it sees

in the awareness of these

had dedicated account

collect £1.3bn in disputed

as abusive tax schemes.’

important tax reliefs as well

managers to oversee

as the positive impact of

communications and

tax, a rise of 21% over the
previous year, according to

R&D claims jump

two changes made by the

resolve problems, mid-sized

statistics collated by Moore

There was a 19% increase

government to improve the

businesses with complex tax

Stephens. ‘HMRC is making

in claims for research and

credits available for SMEs

affairs have not had the same

full use of its powers to

development (R&D) tax

and large companies in

level of support.’

“shoot first and ask questions

credits in 2015/16, HMRC

2015/2016.’

later”,’ commented

figures show. Companies

Dominic Arnold, head

submitted 26,255 claims for

More SME support

of tax investigations and

R&D tax credits in 2015/16,

HMRC has launched a Growth

by the Financial Reporting

disputes at Moore Stephens.

up from 22,445 in 2014/15.

Support Service to assist

Council (FRC) over its 2007

‘Its ability to demand

The value of the reliefs

medium sized businesses.

HBOS audit. The FRC

accelerated payments

rose by £470m to £2.9bn.

The move was welcomed

concluded that KPMG ‘did

remain a draconian but

Colin Smyth, tax partner at

by RSM. Senior tax partner

not fall significantly short of

KPMG acquitted
KPMG has been cleared

the standards reasonably to
be expected of the audit’,
adding: ‘The extreme
funding conditions that
arose in October 2008 were
not anticipated.’ KPMG’s
audit was investigated at
the request of the House of
Commons Treasury Select
Committee. Its new chair,
Nicky Morgan, responded
that ‘the committee will
expect the FRC to provide
a full explanation of its
decision not to take further
action against KPMG’. KPMG
said it was pleased with

Still in the Dark Ages
According to a survey by software company Xero, 78% of
accountants working in accounting and bookkeeping firms still
rely on spreadsheets, and 18% use paper ledgers. A fifth do
not agree that moving to digital accounting is imperative to
the industry surviving in the next three to five years.

Xero has commissioned
artist China Jordan to
repaint Jacopo de’
Barbari’s 1500 portrait
of Luca Paccioli, ’the
father of accounting’,
to bring him into the
modern age

the FRC decision. It added:
‘The collapse of HBOS and
other examples of corporate
failure and fraud in the last
decade have highlighted a
gap between what society
expects of an audit and what
an audit has been designed

8
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Margaret Cole, commented:
‘I’ve never seen “regulatory

Reputation is everything

capture” in real life.’ She

Business leaders understand that success is measured by more

added that regulators are

than market share, with trust and reputation seen as critical

assisted in doing their job

to long-term success, according to the findings of a survey by

if they have worked in the

BSI. Of the 1,250 business leaders surveyed in the UK, Ireland,

sector they regulate.

the US and Asia Pacific for the Organizational Resilience index,
43% believed their organisation was strongly susceptible to

Stay focused

reputational risk.

Companies must do more

1

to keep their annual reports

Honorary member

Reputational risk

focused, claims EY in its
report, Annual reporting

Paul Druckman (right), a

in 2016/17. EY found that

distinguished figure in the

annual reports of FTSE 350

finance profession and first

companies have increased

CEO of the International

in length by a quarter

Integrated Reporting Council

over the last five years.

(IIRC), was awarded honorary

With additional reporting

ACCA membership last month

requirements in the pipeline,

by president Brian McEnery.

particularly around the
board’s accountability to
companies will need to work

to contribute positively to this

harder to ensure they stay

debate and have explored

clear, focused and relevant,

ways to close the expectation

argued the study. It added

gap – for example, by

that the quality of annual

offering extended audit

reporting remains high.

Financial
aspects

Most important
for organisational
resilience

4

its wider stakeholders,
to do...We have worked hard

2

5

Information and
knowledge
management

3

Vision and
purpose

Leadership

Confidence in organisation’s reputation ‘excellent/very good’

opinions that give a view on
corporate risks.’

Could do better
Almost 100 charities filed

FRC shows interest

accounts last year with

The Financial Reporting

modified audit opinions,

Council (FRC) has responded

‘meaning that their accounts

to criticisms of its closeness

are, or may be, materially

to the audit market by

misstated’, the Charity

preparing a register of

Commission reported.

interests of all members of

‘Approximately half of these

its board, committees and

charities had gaps in the

councils. ‘Such a register

evidence that supported

is important for the FRC

their accounts, mostly

to retain confidence in

because of deficiencies in

how it reaches decisions,

their accounting records,’ it

particularly on enforcement

added. Other errors included

matters,’ said the FRC’s

mistakes in property

chairman Sir Win Bischoff.

valuations and failing to

In a briefing to journalists,

include pension liabilities in

PwC’s chief risk officer,

the accounts.

62%

75%

Global

55%

US

56%

UK and Ireland

Asia Pacific

Source: BSI Organizational Resilience index
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MTD resurfaces

this complex and far-

has been a public advocate

to £3.6bn. But profits fell by

The Finance Bill carries

reaching legislation before it

for good governance, in

1% to £822m, with the firm

forward HMRC’s Making Tax

becomes compulsory.’

addition to our role as a

investing heavily in people,

service provider. Our Fair

technology and growth

Digital (MTD) programme.
Chas Roy-Chowdhury, ACCA’s

Fair enough

Tax Mark certification affirms

areas. Average distributable

head of tax, said: ‘ACCA

Pensions and Investment

our belief that taxation is an

profit per partner before

welcomes the government’s

Research Consultants

important contribution to

tax was £652,000, down 8%

more measured approach

(PIRC) has been awarded

wider society rather than a

from £706,000 last year. The

to the MTD programme,

Fair Tax Mark status. Alan

cost to be minimised.’

number of equity partners

following the announcement

MacDougall, managing

that it will now be voluntary

director, said: ‘Responsible

New pension powers

in the year. Consulting

until 2020. It’s vital that

and transparent tax planning

HMRC is to be given new

and tax both grew by 7%,

sufficient time is allowed,

is now a key indicator of

powers to tackle pension

while assurance revenues

and enough resources made

good corporate citizenship.

fraud under measures

increased 4%, with the deals

available, to work through

Since the early 1990s, PIRC

proposed in the Finance Bill.

practice turnover falling by

Clauses would enable HMRC

1%, reflecting the winding

to deregister master trust

down of some long-term

pension schemes that do not

insolvency and forensic

Businesses still fall for email scams, with global losses

have authorisation from the

assignments.

reaching US$5.3bn, according to the FBI. Based on a random

Pensions Regulator.

increased from 926 to 953

The cost of email scams
sample set of business email compromise (BEC) attacks,

HMRC’s Troup retires

that cybercriminals spoofed the CEO position the most, while

HMRC’s executive chair and

pay and bonus gaps, which

CFOs and finance directors were the top targets of attacks.

first permanent secretary,

show that black, Asian and

Edward Troup, is to retire

minority ethnic workers are

at the end of the year (see

paid 12.8% less, and receive

AB, July/August 2017).

35.4% less in bonuses.

Troup joined HMRC five

The income differential,

years ago from HM Treasury,

said PwC, is the result of

becoming HMRC executive

the higher percentage of

chair in 2016.

black, Asian and minority

% of BEC attack attempts that spoof specific positions, 1H 2017
CEO
Managing director/director
President
General manager/manager

Others
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Record for Deloitte

PwC is one of the first

Deloitte has reported global

large UK employers to

revenues of US$38.8bn

report its ethnicity pay and

in the year ending May

bonus gaps.

2017, a rise of 7.1% on the

% of BEC attack attempts that target specific positions, 1H 2017

previous year. Risk advisory

Deloitte data breach

revenues increased by 12.9%;

Deloitte is reported to have

consulting by 10.2%; tax

suffered a data breach as a

Finance manager

and legal by 6.6%; financial

result of a cyberattack that

Finance controller

advisory by 5.8%; and

was allegedly found in March

audit and assurance by 1%.

but could have occurred

Asia Pacific is the fastest

some time previously. The

growing region.

incident is embarrassing

CFO
Finance director

Accountant
Others
0

PwC has published ethnicity

ethnic staff in junior roles.

Chairman

10

20

30

40

50

for Deloitte, which has

60

Source: TrendLabs 2017 Midyear Security Roundup: The Cost
of Compromise

10

Pay gap exposed

analysis by security software company Trend Micro revealed

Up and down

established a role as a global

PwC UK’s revenues grew by

leader in cybersecurity.

5% in the year ending June,

Deloitte did not respond to
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Take one

In the latest of our series of video interviews with ACCA members, we meet New York-based
Sandy Chu FCCA, who leads Grant Thornton’s China Business Group in the US

International career
Chu’s career has
spanned Asia and the
US as she has built her
expertise in advising
on business between
the world’s two top
superpowers. She
shares her experiences.

More information
You can watch this interview
at bit.ly/ACCA-interview

a request for information

us – all of which contributes

tax legislation, which has

states and organisations

and comment, but the

to the diversity of thought

impacted the confidence

to fight corruption at

BBC previously reported

we are able to bring to our

and growth ambitions of

the May 2016 London

Deloitte as having said

clients.’

many smaller businesses.’

Anti-Corruption Summit

and those affected had

Finance Bill concern

IR is the key

Transparency International

been informed.

ACCA has expressed

The International Integrated

reports. Forty-three countries

concern that the

Reporting Council (IIRC) has

and six international

Apprentices rise

government’s second-stage

co-published a report to

organisations made a total

KPMG’s recruitment of

publication of the Finance

help organisations contribute

of 648 promises at the

apprentices rose 40% from

Bill 2017 contains elements

to the achievement of the

summit. While Spain has

129 in 2016 to 181 this year,

of tax retrospection. Ben

Sustainable Development

fully completed 74% of

it has reported. The firm has

Baruch, head of SME policy

Goals. The report, The

its 27 commitments and

taken on 387 apprentices in

at ACCA, said that the bill

Sustainable Development

Indonesia implemented 16

its scheme. Kathryn Roberts,

‘contained a number of

Goals, integrated thinking

of its 19 pledges, Switzerland

apprenticeship programmes

retrospective tax measures

and the integrated report,

has failed to take action

lead at KPMG in the UK,

that businesses are required

was published by IIRC jointly

on three-quarters of its

said: ‘We believe that

to adhere to from 1 April

with the Green Economy

promises.The US and Japan

recruiting a combination of

2017, before they have

Coalition and ICAS.

have also made too little

graduates and apprentices

actually been enacted in law.

encourages a wide range of

This has added to a general

Promising results

people with different skills

sense of confusion around

More than two-thirds of

and experiences to join

current and upcoming

the promises made by

have been progressed,

few clients were affected

progress, according to
Transparency International.
Paul Gosling, journalist
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In the Lions’ Den
Millwall FC’s on-the-field performance has won the club promotion, yet it is up to its
CEO Steve Kavanagh FCCA to balance footballing ambition with financial reality

S

In his first season at the helm, the south

2016

league and the status of the club. ‘The only

London club won promotion via a League

CEO, Millwall Football Club

way you can drive those revenues is by

teve Kavanagh joined Millwall
Football Club as chief executive in

i

season. TV rights and sponsorship deals are

CV

negotiated jointly by the Football League,
with the spoils divided depending on the

November 2016. It was great timing.

league performance,’ says Kavanagh. Nice

One play-off final. So the ACCA member
got to hold aloft a trophy on the Wembley

2012

turf, and now has to work out how the club

CEO, Southend United

can compete in the Championship – the

Football Club

on the way up, painful cuts on the way down.

the Premier League would see that £6.8m

second tier of English league football.
If you are ever tempted to moan about

The first target is to avoid relegation.
The dreamland of winning promotion to

2002

transformed into nearer £100m.
Clubs in the same league behave in

uncertainty in your business, try running a

FD, Charlton Athletic

professional football club: income is largely

Football Club, subsequently

starkly differing ways because of their

dependent on fickle fortune on the field.

becoming managing director

history or ambition. Kavanagh points out

and then CEO

that in the summer 2017 player transfer

‘Football constantly changes, so you need

period, fellow Championship club

fluidity and flexibility,’ says Kavanagh. ‘You
can have your long-term vision, but you

2000

Middlesbrough spent £15m on a single

have to be ready to change your plans.’

FD, Omiris Networks

player, a sum just above Millwall’s total
annual turnover. Kavanagh knows, though,

To help him do that is the role of the
board, membership of which includes

1989

that every club must balance the desire

a fan appointed in conjunction with

Stoy Hayward (now BDO),

to compete with financial reality. ‘When

the supporters’ club. Kavanagh says: ‘It

including specialising in

you pull the finances of any club apart, it is

provides a conduit for me and the board

travel and hospitality, and

not one business but multiple businesses

to the fan base and what they’re thinking.

setting up BDO’s travel group

that should not really co-exist. They have

The board of a football club needs to
understand its history. History shapes, but
doesn’t determine, what we do.’
It’s results on the field that do the determining. Winning
promotion via a Wembley final, is says Kavanagh, ‘the best’.

different KPIs,’ he says. The football
element is a cost centre mostly spent on
players’ wages. The revenue comes from broadcasters and
sponsors, retail and hospitality.
‘We will set out budgeting for ticket sales depending on

Fans remember a great day out and ‘that emotion can carry

what we see as the fixture list for the season,’ he explains.

the club forward’. However, it also presents challenges for

But team performance and cup runs will impact that; win

the management, as all the other Championship clubs have

promotion and shirt sales will soar.

known for several weeks what division they will be in during
the coming season.

Uncertainty is not the only challenge – the business is heavily
regulated. The Football Association and the Football League
directly affect clubs’ behaviour, notably restricting the total

Dividing the spoils

players’ wage bill to a percentage of turnover. Clubs submit

The Championship – the fourth most watched football league

their budgets to the football regulators to ensure they are

in Europe in terms of attendance, according to broadcaster

adhering to the rules over financial losses and investment.

Sky – is a substantial step up from League One. A few days after

Reputation can be as important as regulation. Unrelated

winning promotion, the board had agreed Millwall’s revised

to its league position, Millwall has forged a brand that

strategy. The most notable change for the promoted club is that

outpunches its footballing success. And largely not for the

central, core revenues increase from around £1m to £6.8m a

right reasons. Kavanagh says the club ‘has a strong identity’.
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Tips

*

‘Leadership in sport is high profile. Part of the answer is

*

‘As CEO my job is to make decisions that aren’t

to have a good team, as is making decisions quickly.’

universally liked. The worst thing you can do is ponder.
Listen to those around you, make the decision quickly,
and stick with it. If you’ve got it wrong, adapt. But doing
nothing is far worse than doing something.’

*

‘Leadership is working with people and giving them the

*

‘In any negotiation, it has to be a win-win.’

freedom to achieve and deliver the best they can do.’

The fans’ chant of ‘No one likes us, we don’t care’ – notorious
way beyond the football world – has become ironic, he
suggests. ‘Inside Millwall there is family,’ he says. ‘The
relationship with the fans is crucial, and we try to work on the
positive values [of that identity] to build the club.’
For all the money and the glamour that the media and
worldwide audiences bestow on professional football, clubs
like Millwall remain defined by their geography – a poor part
of London in Millwall’s case – and by a defiant, independent
working-class culture. ‘When
people get close to Millwall, they
find something very different from
their expectations,’ he says.

The toughest negotiator
In football since 2002 Kavanagh
knows the culture and the business
of football well. Football is not a
traditional P&L business; success is
measured by performance on the
field, and the stakeholders are the
fan base and local community, as
well as shareholders.

‘The skills that
accountancy gives
you translate well
into driving a
football club’

one fellow football club CEO. But there
is also, he says, camaraderie between
MDs and FDs in football, swapping
information on who is running ticketing
systems or offering the best leasing
deals. ‘We’re all in the same boat.’

For Kavanagh leadership includes

That MD boat includes dealing

the crucial task of acquiring players,
and negotiating the terms and conditions. He consults with

with the owner, American businessman John Berylson, who

others on recruitment and keeps the chairman and board

has been chairman for over 10 years. Kavanagh praises

briefed. He exudes calm and, frankly, toughness. The owner of

Berylson’s stewardship of the club, saying that he is ‘excellent

Southend United called him one of the toughest negotiators

to work with’.

he’d ever dealt with and subsequently offered him the CEO
role at the club. Kavanagh prefers the word ‘pragmatic’. ‘We’ve

14

had a few roll-arounds’, he remarks of

Kavanagh describes working life as a ‘rollercoaster’, with
days often hijacked by the unexpected. ‘It seems every day
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Basics

£13m-£14m
Millwall FC’s annual turnover,
with £6.8m provided centrally

£50m
Amount invested in the club
by chairman Berylson during
his 10-year tenure

£7m
Annual contribution of
charitable funds provided by
Millwall Community Trust to
the local community

something crops up. For instance, some Millwall fans were

club. Having a financial background helps and then it moves

caught up in the London Bridge terror attacks [in June 2017],

on into broader strategies.’

so the manager and I visited one in hospital with serious

Of his qualification, he says: ‘ACCA has given me a

injuries. We took up the League One play-off trophy: it comes

backbone that enables me to run a business and talk to

back to community engagement.’

people with gravitas, confidence and belief. They listen to you

Kavanagh says he does not have a template for running a
club, but adds: ‘I know the areas that have to be run in certain

because of that professional qualification.’
Looking back on his training and professional life, he

ways.’ He puts emphasis on good communications within the

says: ‘You were working with business leaders of fast-

club, with fans and the wider world. ‘For me, at Millwall, the PR

growing businesses, which had to respond to the changing

and communications weren’t where they should have been.

environment and set a long-term plan but be ready to adapt

Our history dictates it is critical that our point is put across.’

that plan.’ And that, as he notes, describes exactly what his

It should come as no surprise that financial professionals

role is in running Millwall Football Club.

AB

occupy senior positions in football. Kavanagh says: ‘The skills
that accountancy gives you translate well into driving a football

Peter Williams, journalist
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The view from
Lorraine Weir FCCA, finance manager at Clean Living
Services and Urban Living Constructions, and singer
‘For internal

At college I realised

has clients across the

auditors, artificial

numbers made me tick

commercial, residential and

intelligence presents a

and I knew I wanted to

private sectors. We invoice

huge opportunity for hindsight, some

be an accountant. I did

on a daily basis. On the

for insight, and little for foresight.’

bookkeeping, then studied

construction side, we build

Source: Institute of Internal Auditors

for the AAT qualification

residential and commercial

before studying for

properties, and turnover is

ACCA while in full-time

£6m across the two sectors.

Shake-up at Carillion

employment. It involved evening classes

Carillion’s group finance director Zafar

and lots of hard work at weekends

I relish the fact that my job allows me

Khan has left the company as part of a

before I qualified in 1998.

to be creative. I have the freedom to
implement new ideas to improve the

substantial restructure as it struggles

finance processes.

to reduce its debt and refocus the

After working for the Jamaican

business. The COO, the managing

government I wanted a new adventure

director of Carillion Construction

and moved to England. I’m still here 17

My early days in audit have given me

Services, the managing director of

years later and have made the transition

skills valuable today in the private

Carillion Services and the group

from the public to the private sector.

sector. In the public sector I found the
expectation is to deliver value, while

strategy director are also leaving.
Emma Mercer has been appointed CFO

A lot has changed since I took up my

in the private sector there is a greater

with immediate effect, having been

present role nine years ago. When

emphasis on savings and being as

FD of the UK construction business.

I joined, there wasn’t an accounts

tight as possible. My time in audit

Lee Watson has been appointed chief

department, and documents were kept

also allowed me to develop an ability

transformation officer on secondment

in boxes on the floor. I’ve built a modern

to assess a customer and anticipate

from EY, where he has been a partner

finance function, which today serves the

problems, such as late payment.

since 2008.

needs of our 100-plus staff.

IFRS 15 knocks Capita

I split my time between both

Network Panel has really helped me

Capita’s adoption of revenue recognition

businesses. The cleaning business

develop as a person. It has definitely

Joining ACCA’s Corporate Sector

standard IFRS 15 from the beginning

helped me challenge myself. Visiting

of this year has reduced its profits in

local schools to promote accountancy

the first half of 2017. The company

forces me to develop my public
speaking skills. I’m proud to talk about

said that the evening-out of revenues
across the lifetime of contracts meant
lower profits (or losses) in the early years
of contracts, with an increase in later
years. Capita reported that underlying
revenue declined by 3% in the first half
of the year, with underlying profit up
46% to £195m in the period. Cost-saving
initiatives are projected to generate
savings of £57m by the end of next year.

I’m proud to talk
about my journey;
it took me longer
than some to
qualify, but the
rewards have made
it worthwhile

my journey; it took me longer than
some to qualify, but the rewards have
made it worthwhile.
I relax by singing in a choir (the Mike
King Collective). We sing a wide
variety of songs, including RnB, soul,
jazz and a touch of reggae. We even
performed at the Edinburgh Festival in
August this year.
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Flying high
Drones are taking off in the business world, with tax professionals using them to check
on assets and valuations, and auditors to gain a clearer view of business operations
Drones may still sound a little like

While much of the reporting of drone

and usable right now. ‘In simple terms,

science fiction, but their use is rapidly

technology has focused on how retailers

commercial drones actually work in

becoming mainstream. The practical

may use it to deliver parcels, such

quite a similar way to accountants: they

applications of drones are multiplying

applications are still at the trial stage.

collect data, extract value from this

all the time.

But for accountants, drones are relevant

data and give insight,’ explains Elaine
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Not just for fun – drones are
currently being used by tax offices
all around the globe

Magdalena Czernicka, a manager at
PwC’s drone-powered solutions global
division, based in Poland, adds: ‘Data
gathered by unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs, or drones) can be applied for due
diligence purposes to minimise the risk
of fraud or concealment of the actual
state of assets. UAVs are currently used
by tax offices in countries all around
the world – Spain, Indonesia, Hungary,
Argentina, Nepal, China – to inspect
tax returns or catch smugglers. It is
worth mentioning that data capture
from drones can be used as evidence
in litigation, as well as to properly value
assets during insurance processes.’
Those tax inspections are often
looking to determine whether property
owners have correctly valued their
homes for the purposes of property
taxation. In some jurisdictions, taxes

Droning on

can go up if a swimming pool is built

Here are some of the ways drones are used in the UK:

– but owners do not always declare

*

Capital projects – giving updates on progress against what was planned,

them. Drones are a simple way for

providing better transparency for investors. This is already being done by a few

tax inspectors to check the truth. In

construction companies in the UK.

Buenos Aires, tax inspectors have used

Energy sector – creating efficient and effective maintenance operating models

drones to identify 100 swimming pools

by moving towards condition-based rather than calendar-based maintenance –

and 200 luxury mansions that had not

for example, looking at wind farms, solar farms and power pylons to determine

been properly declared, resulting in a

rust, moss, etc, and fixing accordingly.

significant increase in local tax collection.

*
*
*

Telecoms – helping with maintenance and annual operational/safety inspections.

A PwC study reports that UAVs have

Inventory and asset management – managing inventory of large assets, such as

the potential to radically reshape much

power pylons, telecoms towers, wind farms and solar farms.

of modern commerce. It values the
emerging global market for commercial

Source: PwC

drone applications at US$127bn. PwC
predicts that the largest commercial

18

Whyte, a drones expert at PwC. ‘The

The big picture

application for drone technology will

advantage of drones is that they get

‘For accountants, drones can provide

be in infrastructure, with an estimated

to hard-to-reach places, scooping up

a more accurate and more complete

global market value of US$45.2bn

huge volumes of data, over potentially a

picture of business operations at a point

wider area, in very short periods of time.

in time or over an extended period,’

investment rates in the drone sector are

To extract the maximum value of this

says Whyte. ‘This could include stock

increasing exponentially, with venture

data, we are seeing machine learning

takes over large areas or measuring the

capital financing of software-based

and artificial intelligence then being

progress of an infrastructure project

drone startups exceeding US$335m last

applied. The result is sharper business

for investors. This insight gained can

year, which was double the level of 2015.

decisions, ranging from cost reduction

highlight areas for improvement, for

in maintenance cycles, risk management

example weak internal controls, or

of Excellence supports clients in 28

with capital investments and spotting

give confidence that progress is being

countries using the IBM Maximo asset

revenue opportunities.

delivered on an investment.’

management system. Its director,

Research by Deloitte has found that

Deloitte’s EMEA Maximo Centre
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Nigel Sylvester, says that while drone
technology itself is mature, what is new

From inventory to audit

is its integration with other technologies,

EY is looking at how drones can be used for inventory observations. For example,

such as automation, cloud computing,

drones will be used at automotive plants to count vehicles and in warehouses for

cognitive learning and the internet of

stock counting. This will be done through sensors, barcodes, and variable image

things. This technological integration

and object recognition tools. These will be allied to a cloud-based, asset-tracking

has taken drone application a long way

platform and an audit platform, accessed by over 80,000 EY auditors globally.

in a short period of time.
Sylvester explains: ‘A very big driver
is health and safety. Asset inspections
in many environments carry health and

‘We have been testing the use of drones in the audit process and the findings have
been compelling,’ says Hermann Sidhu, EY global assurance digital leader. ‘We know
that many audits can benefit from the use of this technology.’
However, ACCA’s head of audit and assurance Andrew Gambier warns that, ‘While

safety risk. You have to work at height

drones can help with some aspects of counting inventory, they are of less use with

inspecting wind turbines, and there

valuation and obsolescence considerations. With current technologies, drones have

is the risk of “ice throw” [the far-flung

some role to play in obtaining audit evidence. However, in relation to the most

splattering of ice build-up on the turbine

complex judgements, drones are still a poor substitute for the human eye.’

blades]. Drones remove the need for
manual inspections to be undertaken in
that environment.’
Other asset inspection and operational
maintenance applications that Deloitte’s
Maximo is engaged with include oil and

big increase in the use of drones by

a number of professions will see their

commercial surveyors, including for the

roles change over the coming years. It’s

valuation of agricultural land.

important to remember that any robot

A PwC-supported construction project

or machine is good at particular tasks

gas pipelines, and rooftop inspections.

achieved savings of US$2.94m in claims

– like locating knowledge, recognising

This use of drones not only directly cuts

settlement litigation because of the

patterns, analysing high volumes of

clients’ costs, but also improves the

quality of the drone-provided evidence.

data, etc. They are less good at a lot

quality of their asset management and

A study by the firm found that the

of what we see as uniquely human

so positively impacts their bottom line.

number of life-threatening accidents on

characteristics: common sense, morality

Deloitte points out that enhanced

construction sites monitored by drones

and emotional intelligence. We’ll see

has been cut by as much as 91%.

the nature of jobs change rather than

software is also extending the ways in
which drones can be relied on. Software

But PwC’s Whyte believes that

disappear, and many of the monotonous

can interpret data provided by drones

drones will be assisting, not replacing,

tasks that make up a job will become

better; it can, for example, recognise

accountants in doing their jobs. ‘Drones

automated, leaving humans to focus on

cars and people, count individual plants

are essentially robots, and we’re hearing

higher value, more creative work.’

in a field, and identify metal corrosion

a lot at the moment about the impact

of infrastructure. The need for human

robotics and automation will have on

companies deploying drones to ensure

participation in the analysis of drone-

the workforce,’ she says. ‘It is likely that

they take adequate cybersecurity steps

Deloitte meanwhile has warned

to protect their data and systems. It is

provided information is reducing.

also essential to recognise that the use

Inspections

of drones is regulated – in the UK by the
Civil Aviation Authority. After some near

Drones have also become commonly
used for safety risk assessments at
construction sites and to inspect
the condition of pipelines in regions
where it can be difficult or expensive
to undertake a physical check. The
technology can also be useful for
asset valuations – eg, in due diligence
exercises and in the preparation of
legal proceedings. The Royal Institution
of Chartered Surveyors reports a

‘The advantage of
drones is that they
get to hard-to-reach
places, scooping up
huge volumes of
data in very short
periods of time’

misses with planes, commercial use is
increasingly heavily regulated, including
the requirement for training, licence
and registration. Even with this strict
regulation, though, it seems inevitable
that accountants will find that drone
technology is an increasingly important
part of their professional life.

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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How to become PM
Project management is fast becoming the in-demand skill for professional
accountants, with PM experience handsomely rewarded in the jobs market
Projects used to be something most

project management skills has risen

performance by interrogating large

of us did at the last minute before the

since the 2008 global financial crisis (and

amounts of data) is also highly valued in

start of the school term. In the past

resulting economic recession).

project management.

10 years, though, the spread of digital

Distinctions between IT and finance

Ashley Whipman, managing director

technology into all parts of business,

roles are starting to blur. Typical project

of management resources at Robert

including finance departments,

management work for accountants

Half, hires accountants for project

and greater collaboration between

includes IT (for example, helping a

manager work. Day rates can range

business units on projects to improve a

finance department integrate databases

widely, from £350 to £1,500.

company’s performance have increased

or enterprise resource planning

demand for workers, including

software), advising companies how

management in finance usually last

professional accountants who can

to improve business processes (for

between six months and one year,

manage projects.

example, how a logistics company

according to recruiters.

Contracts for interim project

Improving and upgrading systems is

can get products from warehouses to

a priority for finance directors, research

stores more quickly), and cost control

management qualifications and how

suggests. There is growing demand to

(how companies can reduce costs,

can accountants achieve them?

So what are the main project

use professionals on a project basis to

Where to train

‘benefit from a fresh perspective while
still applying best practice standards’,
was the view of recruitment consultancy
Robert Half in January 2017. It forecast
that project managers in accounting and
finance would capture the third-highest
salary increase (4.9%) during the course
of this year.
In 2015, about one in four (24%) of UK
accountants were trying to improve their
project management skills (by training,
going to conferences, mentoring, etc),

‘If we get a role
that blends finance
and IT, it can be
an accountant
who understands
IT or an IT person
who understands
finance’

according to a survey by recruitment

most popular qualifications for project
management. Prince (an acronym for
PRojects IN Controlled Environments)
was developed by the UK government
in the 1980s for managing projects.
Initially used in the public sector, Prince
is now also widely used in business.
According to training company
ILX Group, the Prince method is
characterised by an organisational
structure for the project management

company Hays of more than 460 UK

team, a focus on the business case,

employers and their accountancy and

and analyse them in different parts of

the breaking down of difficult parts

finance employees.

the business).

of a project into manageable stages,

‘Companies will ask, how do we get

and ‘management by exception’ – a

What a PM does

management information about our

well-run project shouldn’t need a lot of

Companies want accountants who

competitors and products?’ Owen says.

intervention from managers.

can manage projects to make finance

‘If we get a role that’s blending finance

departments more efficient and help

and IT, it can be an accountant who

completed in a couple of days or a

the business launch new services and

understands IT or an IT person who

month or more, can be followed online

products and expand abroad. Lee

understands finance.’

or in classrooms.

Owen, senior business director at the

20

Prince and Six Sigma are among the

Knowledge of business intelligence

Prince courses, which can be

Six Sigma is a quality control

business and accounting division of

software (especially data analytics,

methodology developed in 1986

Hays, says demand for accountants with

which can help companies improve

by Motorola. The approach has
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Demand for accountants who can

subsequently become a more general

Good project managers should be able

business management philosophy.

to explain complex financial matters

manage projects is likely to continue to

It focuses on meeting customer

in easy-to-understand language and

increase as companies digitise services

requirements, improving customer

be comfortable working in a team of

and back-office functions, including

retention, and enhancing and sustaining

people that is drawn from a handful of

finance. Even if you don’t plan to go

business products and services.

departments across a business.

freelance and manage projects for

Six Sigma certifications include

Whipman says: ‘One of my [common]

different companies, experience and

champion, yellow belt, green belt,

challenges to a candidate for an

training in project management and

black belt and master black belt. The

accounting project management role

knowledge of data analytics could

Association for Project Management

is to ask them to talk me through

increase your salary and widen your

(APM) offers international qualifications,

their methodology for running and/

career options.

ranging from an introduction to

or delivering a project, and give me

project management (APM project

examples of their experience.’

AB

Nick Huber, journalist

fundamentals qualification) to advanced
knowledge (IPMA levels A and B).
The project fundamentals qualification
includes learning about the lifecycle
of a project, how to plan a project and
report on its progress, and assessing
risks and resources.
There are numerous training courses
in project management for accountants.
ACCA, for example, has an online
course for members that offers an
introduction to project management.
There’s also software for managing
projects, some of which, such as Trello
and Taiga, are free.

Beyond courses
As well as courses, accountants can
improve their project management
skills by going to conferences about
project management, talking to project
managers and finding a career mentor,
Whipman says.
Management accountants working
for a small business that don’t have a
large budget for training can still learn
about project management by working
on small projects in their business. For
example, an accountant could talk
to the company’s suppliers and ask
them for ideas on how to improve the
invoicing system, and then review their
suggestions and act on them.
Well-managed projects require
good communication skills as well as
technical and organisational expertise.
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The selfish gene
Despite our outrage at poor corporate behaviour, few of us vote with our feet and back
the company that puts values first. So what does that make us, asks Peter Williams
Consumers use unpleasant companies

but while the scapegoat may or may

all the time. We continue to swell their

not be found guilty as charged, the

turnover and contribute to their bottom

corporate will sail on, provided they

line by buying their coffees and airline

can continue to supply the market with

seats, downloading films via their

what it wants.

technology and using their irresistible

Only when the behaviour directly

social media platforms.

damages the buyer will corporate value

All these commercial transactions take

be destroyed. Take the recent travails

place despite the fact we have been

of Bell Pottinger over its work for South

told of their shortcomings, such as they

Africa’s Gupta brothers. Clients didn’t

practise aggressive tax planning, they

leave the PR outfit because of unease

use child labour in their supply chains or

at its work for certain clients; rather

they employ medieval HR policies.

that it had poisoned its own brand and

We continue to patronise these

therefore clients risked contamination

businesses because either we think

by association. This wasn’t the altruistic

that stepping further down the high

gene at work, it was the selfish one.

street to the next coffee chain really

Yes, occasionally corporates do

won’t make the CEO based on another

implode. Arthur Andersen disappearing

continent sit up and think ‘wow, I must

over Enron is the prime example in the

lead change’; or because we think that

professional sector (but even then, it

the personal convenience of using the

was the cover-up not the alleged crime

service outweighs our moral indignation

that got them).

over the coach and horses they ride

It is increasingly common to assert

through accepted and acceptable

that there is a link between ethical

business behaviour.

behaviour and profit over the long-term.

Most of the time as we proffer our

But companies are much more likely to

contactless bank cards we are too

suffer because they are bad at business,

preoccupied to care how they treat

not bad businesses. They may call the

their workers or their suppliers. We can’t

market wrong; they may fail to keep

afford to relate what we buy with poor

pace with technology change. Whole

behaviour. For most of us, switching to
‘better’ products only occurs if there is
something in it for us. In a competitive
market economy, we expect big
corporates to, well, compete, and we’re
not going to feign shock, surprise or
moral outrage when corner-cutting
practices and behaviours are set out
in the media.
Corporates are beyond shame or
holding to account. A few unlucky

Most of the time
as we proffer our
contactless bank
cards we are too
preoccupied to care
how the businesses
treat their workers
or their suppliers

individuals may end up in a law court,

22

sectors may fail as businesses, or rather
jobs, migrate to cheaper territories.
Consumers may even get bored with
the products. But if businesses continue
to offer us the goods and services we
desire at a price that appeals, then
the consumer – them, you and me
– will continue to buy. So what does
that make us?

AB

Peter Williams is an accountant
and journalist
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Don’t follow the money
Non-financial information is driving investment decisions, says Robert Bruce, but does
anyone want to take responsibility for putting it at the heart of company reporting?
Trust is a must

There is a brave new world ahead.

Robert Bruce talks about trust in
institutions in his latest podcast, at
accaglobal.com/ab/podcasts

Yet there are many people applauding
and few actually thinking that they
should be the ones up at the sharp end
and running it.
Such is the dilemma faced by

But no one body is driving the

enthusiasts for the idea of non-financial

credibility and integrity of that

information taking a central position in

information. It is clear from most of

corporate reporting.

the bodies involved that no one really

No one really disputes it any more. It

wants to yet. There is a call for global

has won the day. That is very different,

regulation, says one veteran observer

however, from actually regulating and

of the scene, but nobody is up for that.

promulgating it through some global

Hoogervorst, never known for wild ideas,

framework. After all, the history of the

describes it as ‘a rocky road’.

gradual acceptance of non-financial

The problem may well be a simple

information at the top table is one of

one. The evolution of the concept over

the loose concepts allowing innovation

the past decade or so has been gradual

to flourish without the heavy hand of

and has made much of not being forced

institutional bodies on their shoulders.

or regulated in any one particular
direction. This, after all, is how integrated

At a recent Accountancy Europe event,
and with its call to ‘enhance the co-

reporting grew out of an initial working

ordination of non-financial information

group on accounting for sustainability.

initiatives and frameworks’, all this came

It may be that out of the International

out in the open – and not before time. The

Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), the

pressures are inexorable. Recent figures

answer emerges. Through its corporate

showed that in the top quartile of FTSE

reporting dialogue, a valuable liaison role

100 companies, 46% of shareholder value

could be built.

was made up of intangibles, for example.
And Hans Hoogervorst, chairman of the

Inherent contradictions

International Accounting Standards Board,

Yet inherent contradictions remain. It

makes much of the tale of Tesla, the
pioneer of futuristic cars.
As Hoogervorst says, the company
has gone through $7bn in cash, diluted
its investors’ shareholdings, and seen its
market value reach $50bn. This is a higher
value than that of General Motors, even
though it sells a hundred times as many
cars as Tesla – and does it profitably.
This is why the world of non-financial
information is so important. It is driving

Tesla has a higher
market value than
General Motors,
even though GM
sells a hundred
times as many cars
as Tesla – and does
it profitably

investment decisions.
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sees the main user of the information
as being the shareholder. The powerful
international body, the Global Reporting
Initiative, sees the users as all being
stakeholders. But the IIRC may be the one
body inclined to grasp the role. Equally,
the much-respected Financial Reporting
Lab, under the aegis of the UK’s Financial
Reporting Council, could be taken up and
used as an agent for change.
The bits of the jigsaw are moving into
place. From the UK’s concept of the
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A ‘challenging journey’
‘We think that as a next step,’ said
Accountancy Europe, ‘the different
standard-setting bodies and initiatives
should co-ordinate their efforts
to streamline existing reporting
frameworks addressing similar pieces of
non-financial information, with support
strategic report, to the EU’s Non-Financial
Reporting Directive, to the European

ideas and putting them into place.
It is still accepted that there should be

from the regulatory community.
‘The final step should aim at

Securities and Markets Authority’s

convergence in the field of non-financial

developing a single global framework

guidance on non-financial information,

information; equally it is accepted that

for non-financial information reporting.

European bodies sense change. It is a

experimentation is needed. That is

In the longer run, one party should take

far cry from the legalistic US culture. The

inherently contradictory. But often the

ownership of the development of this

conversation there is still very much tied

best and most robust solutions emerge

much-needed framework.

to regulation.

from contradictions.

‘We understand that this challenging

AB

journey will take time, but think it is

Whatever happens, we are seeing
a cultural revolution. Almost all the

Robert Bruce is an accountancy

European groupings are embracing the

commentator and journalist

important to start as soon as possible.’
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A sense of pride
Seeing and contributing to the many ways that ACCA works in the public interest
has been the highlight of the year, says outgoing president Brian McEnery
My time as president, and as a Council
member and officer before that,
has instilled me with a real sense of
pride in ACCA and the work that we
do. I have always had pride in my
qualification and ACCA designation,
and the hard work and technical
prowess that it represents, but over
the last few years I have also grown
to appreciate the bigger picture and
value the work that ACCA does to
advance our profession.
The highlight of my presidential term
has been seeing and contributing to
the many ways that ACCA works in the
public interest around the world.
Across our many markets, we play
a really valuable role in safeguarding
the public trust in the accountancy
profession; in helping governments and
other stakeholders to build and protect
their economies; and in training the
frontline of finance professionals across
all sectors.
Just this year, for example, we have
worked extensively in Vietnam with the
Ministry of Finance, the State Audit

strategic alliance as ground-breaking:

you to my fellow officers and Council

Office and other stakeholders to build

we are bringing together almost

members for your support and wise

a young generation of accounting

800,000 current and future finance

counsel, and of course to the ACCA

and finance professionals who will be

professionals under this agreement,

staff in our offices around the world for

essential to the economic growth of

and it is an unparalleled opportunity

the work that you do.

the country. We have also assisted

for us to work together on shaping

an important project to strengthen

and leading the profession around

but my ACCA journey still has a long

the capacity of the Accounting and

the world. I am looking forward to

way to go. I know that I will continue

Auditing Policy Department of the

seeing this alliance develop over the

to be proud of the work that my

Ministry of Finance in Vietnam as it

coming years, and to see both our

membership body does under the

evolves to incorporate more autonomy

memberships benefit from the work we

auspices of our current deputy and

and resources.

are doing together.

incoming president, Leo Lee.

My term as president may be ending,

AB

Another highlight of my time as

It has been the highest honour

president has been our extensive

to serve as your president and to

Brian McEnery is a partner specialising

collaboration with CA ANZ. I am not

represent ACCA’s members and

in corporate restructuring and

exaggerating when I refer to our

students around the world. Thank

healthcare consulting at BDO in Ireland
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Living by numbers
Professional accountancy is not for wimps. Drawing on her many years
of experience, Alison Thomas offers some light-hearted advice

Q

I have never understood how

there anything I can do to point out

companies that make next

this disconnection?

to no money can be worth billions
on the stockmarket. Is that proof
positive of the insanity of the
investment community?

A

A

It drives me nuts. It’s hard to
bear companies that go on

about how caring they are (images

See the latest in Alison Thomas’ series
of videos on corporate reporting:
‘What world do you come from?’, at
bit.ly/AB-whatworld

of laughing children in pristine fjords

Sanity is in short supply in all

playing with fluffy puppies) but that

stakeholder group – can also be

too many areas of public life

in reality work overtime to extract

instructive.

these days. To think the investment

their pound of flesh from their staff,

The output: a simple but effective

community immune from the odd bout

customers and anyone else who falls

assessment of the degree to which a

of lunacy would in itself be madness.

within their grasp.

company is, as they say in Texas, ‘all hat

But are investors insane to pay vast
sums for companies that have still to

Doesn’t management realise
the reputational risk it runs? Don’t

earn a dime? In some cases, they are

and no cattle’.

Q
A

What can I get for Christmas for

clearly being overly optimistic. But

my accountant partner, who is

insane? I think not.

It’s hard to bear
companies that
go on about how
caring they are but
in reality extract
their pound of
flesh from staff
and customers

I know that, as accountants, we
like to think that there is some direct
relationship between the numbers
in the financial statements and a
company’s valuation. And in many
cases, there is. But if an investor learns
of some exciting new product or
service – perhaps something that could
create a whole new industry – it might
be totally rational to ignore the current
lack of cashflow.

always so hard to buy for?
You can’t go far wrong with a
good DVD. Hollywood’s back

catalogue is choc-a-bloc with films that
are guaranteed to put a smile on any
accountant’s face.
Consider, perhaps, the perennial
family favourite, The Wizard of OCI.

Or maybe the Christmas tear-jerker,

It’s a Wonderful LIFO. Of course, it
could be that your partner would
prefer the blockbuster performances
in Goodwill Hunting, or alternatively

Of course, such investment is
generally recognised as very risky,

they know that in an era of social media,

something more light-hearted, such

and so typically makes up just a small

the walls of business are made of glass?

as Legally Bond or the brilliant Billy

Yes, please do something. Make a

Wilder’s Double Indemnity. If your

portion of a balanced portfolio. But just
because an investment is risky, doesn’t

difference to the wellbeing of your

partner is more a Disney kind of person,

mean that it is insane.

fellow employees – not to mention the

there’s always The Prophet.

Q

rest of mankind.
If you listened to the public
relations messaging that comes

But what might help? How about
conducting a ‘walking the talk’ gap

out of my company, you would think

analysis? The aim: to see how closely

we were some sort of caring, sharing

the staff’s experience of working within

tree-hugging pioneers. But those of

the company tallies with the rhetoric

us who actually work here experience

espoused publicly by management.

something very different on a day-today basis. As an internal auditor, is

28

Telling it how it is

A similar exercise with the customer
base – and indeed any other key

Whatever you choose, though it can
be accrual world sometime, I hope your
Christmas is audit can be.

AB

Alison Thomas, consultant
Raise the issues
Contact us with your concerns at
abeditor@accaglobal.com
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Future imperfect
Our current emphasis on the non-financial drivers of a company’s or director’s
performance involves too much crystal ball-gazing, suggests Jane Fuller
In a perfect world, stakeholders

shareholders of FTSE 350 companies

would have crystal balls and know

vote on their re-election every year,

whether or not the company they

so surely they can assess them on

own, work for or supply will make

individual merit? Why would a director

sustainable profits – and ensure they

suddenly cease to have an independent

are paid for ever. The performance

mind after nine years, the cut-off point

of companies and directors would be

in the code’s definition?
The answer is that we cannot read

continually evaluated and acted upon
by diligent shareholders, and there

their minds, but it is reasonable to

would be no need for crude backward-

believe that long tenure breeds cost

looking numbers.

relationships. Similar reasoning supports

We can but dream. Clearly we do not

the rotation of a company’s auditor after

live in a perfect world, but sometimes

10 years. We can only hope that the new

it sounds as though we think we do.

ratio of CEO pay to average pay will

The current focus on the non-financial

focus minds on the question of whether

drivers of company performance

the former are paid too much.

assumes a chain of causality stretching

Yes, these are crude numbers, but in

into the future.

practice they are a good way to prompt

If a company ‘invests’ in its workforce

effective scrutiny.

(spends more on training and wages),

Even when the figures before us have

this will deliver higher productivity

contentious elements, as in accounting

and push up sales as they delight

for defined benefit pension schemes,

customers. If it reduces emissions, it

they are much better than having

will not only earn a return on the kit

nothing at all.

installed to achieve that, but also cut

Academics are up in arms over

the risk of paying fines for pollution.

the doubling of the deficit in the

If it gets involved in community

Universities’ Superannuation Scheme

activities, it will improve its image and

to more than £12bn. It is a somewhat

sell more. In fact, none of these is

crude number and so is the (currently

certain. As Hans Hoogervorst, chairman

very low) discount rate that is used to

of the International Accounting

calculate liabilities.

Standards Board, said in September, it is

But if people are living longer and

precisely because financial reporting is
primarily backward-looking that it ‘offers
the most concrete evidence of the
performance of a company’. (See also
Robert Bruce on page 24.)
Hard numbers matter, and so do the
triggers to look at them. One example,
as the UK reviews its Corporate
Governance Code, is the independence
of non-executive directors. These days,

future investment returns may be less

Even when the
figures before us
have contentious
elements, they are
better than having
nothing at all

than historic, something has to give.
Better to have a prompt to act now
than to pretend it will all work out fine
in the future.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA UK
and serves on the Audit and
Assurance Council of the Financial
Reporting Council
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The forex factor
In the first of two articles by HiFX in association with ACCA, we take a look
at how finance professionals can manage foreign exchange risks

W

ith Deloitte reporting that more than half of all

enormous,’ Towner explains. ‘The big earthquake has

treasurers see foreign exchange volatility as

happened, but there are still aftershocks, though the tremors

a challenge, exacerbated by political turmoil

are not as uncertain as the original vote.’

and the imminent changes due to Brexit, it’s not surprising

So, what are the challenges that a business can face with

that many observers believe foreign exchange (FX) risk

volatile currency exchange rates? And why do businesses

management has never been more important.

leave themselves exposed to these risks?

In its 2017 Global Corporate Treasury Survey, the Big Four

According to Towner, that exposure can come as a result

firm found that 52% of respondents placed FX volatility ahead

of two opposed attitudes. On the one hand, there is apathy,

of other challenges such as operational, cash and financial

where businesses will simply hope that currency changes

risks, cash repatriation and liquidity.

will not have an impact – that everything will be all right. On

This view is backed up by ACCA’s quarterly report on

the other hand, there is the more speculative attitude where

global economic conditions, which found that FX volatility

businesses hope that currency movements will work in their

was affecting confidence among

favour. Both approaches have

accountants around the world. Some

inherent risks, and can be mitigated

40% of members surveyed said

through the use of currency

exchange rate volatility was third

hedging techniques. ‘Hedging is

highest on the list of their concerns,

not speculation – it is the exact

only behind worries over decreased

opposite,’ argues Towner.
Currency risks can be divided

income and increased costs.

into two types: transactional and

‘Even though the FX markets
are far more liquid than they were
20 years ago, we still see some
very exaggerated moves,’ says
Chris Towner, corporate director at
HiFX, the global foreign exchange
payments provider. ‘Liquidity is so

‘The big earthquake
has happened,
but there are still
aftershocks’

deep but can be removed so quickly
now because technology allows
markets to move very fast, very suddenly.’
Towner points to the 12% swing in the value of sterling in

translational. The former refers to
business contracts and commitments.
If a deal has been struck with a
supplier or a customer in their local
currency, the value of that deal can
be directly affected by movements
in foreign exchange, making it worth
either more or less depending on the

direction of movement between when the deal was struck and
when payment is due. Translational risks refer to the valuation

the 24 hours immediately after the EU referendum result, a

of assets held overseas, which again can go up or down

movement one would normally see over the course of a year.

depending on movements in exchange rates. These risks are

But even that was dwarfed by the 30% shift in the value of the

not confined to larger, more sophisticated businesses.

Swiss franc against the euro on 15 January 2015, when the
Swiss central bank scrapped its support for its own currency.

Towner outlines three steps that any business should take

unpredictable, this should not prevent finance departments

when considering its FX position. The first is identification.

and treasury centres from building a strategy to deal with

‘Look within the business to see where the risks are, and

currency fluctuations, which over time can have a considerable

whether they can be offset against other risks,’ he says. For

impact on a business’s bottom line.

example, any sales made in euros could be offset against euro

Take Brexit as an example for UK importers. ‘Even though
the expectation was that we would stay in, the risks were

30

Key steps for FX management

Although such events are unusual, and to a certain extent

costs. If there is still an exposure then FX derivatives, such as
forwards and options, could be considered.
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Then a business needs to quantify those risks and
understand the potential impact on the bottom line. ‘Keep
it simple – look at average currency ranges, favourable or
adverse,’ Towner advises.
The third step is to formulate an FX policy. This will combine
potential exposures and risk appetite. These risks can then be
mitigated using derivative tools such as forwards or options.
Yes, these will come at a cost, but Towner advises businesses
to look at these costs in the same way that they might appraise
other insurance policies.
PwC’s director of treasury advisory, Rob Waddington, adds
that these policies should be kept up to date. ‘You might have

The most common FX mistakes

*
*
*
*

Not knowing if you are exposed to FX risk or by how much

*
*
*
*
*

Getting overwhelmed by complex administration

Not having an FX risk-management policy in place
Only focusing on the FX rate; this is not the only factor
Not understanding the breadth of services available to
your business
Not having a handle on compliance
Poor internal communication
Working with an FX provider stuck in rigid processes
Not shopping around

assessed your exposure two years ago, but things will have
changed – new customers, new suppliers, new markets.’
Internal communication will also need to be assessed,

Having assessed the risks, what are the options? Doing
nothing is one, but it is very rare now that a business does not

and improved if necessary. As Waddington says: ‘Often the

have any dealings outside its own jurisdiction. So hedging

treasury department is given the responsibility of managing

against FX movements is a sensible move (a subject that will

foreign exchange, but they have to deal with people in

be investigated further in a subsequent article). As Towner

finance, in sales and in procurement, so they need to have a

says: ‘Steps should be taken to mitigate FX volatility whatever

good relationship with those areas.’

the size of your business.’

AB

Content sponsored by HiFX, which provides international payments and FX hedging solutions for businesses
hifx.co.uk/business
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A productive mix
There is a strong link between a diverse workforce and higher levels of productivity.
The correlation might not be fully understood, but the case for diversity is clear

P

roductivity is a modern-day conundrum. There’s

workforces. The more diverse the workforce, the more

a growing industry supporting the drive for it –

productive it is.

consultancies, research, gurus – but they are all

McKinsey’s Diversity Matters report from 2015 claims

scratching their heads as to why, given the hours the UK

variously that companies with better gender diversity

labour force works, our productivity levels are so low.

were 15% more likely to show financial returns above their

Output is falling in the UK. Measured by the Office for

respective national industry medians (for every 10% increase

National Statistics as ‘GDP per hour worked’, UK productivity

in gender diversity, EBIT rose by 3.5%); meanwhile, firms with

fell by 0.5% in the first quarter of 2017, taking national output

better ethnic diversity were again 35% more likely to financially

to pre-financial crisis levels in 2007. Our productivity was

outperform their respective industry medians.

9% below the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

A Massachusetts Institute of Technology paper published in

Development’s average in 2007; by 2015, the gap had widened

2014 that gathered data from 60 US offices of a professional

to 18%. Today, UK productivity is fully 35% below the German

services firm between 1995 and 2002 stated that revenue could

level, 30% below the US, and France could create the UK’s

be increased by 41% if teams were split evenly male to female.

weekly output by Thursday, ready for le long weekend.

And Arun Batra, CEO of the National Equality Standard and

Arguably, the UK is enjoying record employment – at its

an EY director, says businesses can see gross profit margin

highest level since the 1970s. Businesses seem to be hiring and

improvements of 7%–9%, based on research by the Center

hiring, with employers lured by cheaper, zero-hours contractors,

for Talent Innovation.

mitigating the desire to cut headcounts and embrace cheaper,
technology-based replacements. But as wage bills go up,

Failure to tackle

productivity per person goes down.

But despite the clear business case, organisations seem to be

Added to the mix is the fact that banks’ post-financial

positions in the FTSE 100 are held

have constrained new lending to

by women, while only 30% of British

productive and innovative firms,

MPs are female. In 2015, black and

while low interest rates have
supported companies that would
otherwise have failed.
However, as global growth
strengthens and interest rates
normalise, restrictions on
productivity should ease. The
automation revolution that will
impact efficiency and reduce
headcounts across many sectors,
particularly finance, is also starting

‘The best way
of delivering
creative solutions
is through diverse
project teams who
challenge and
support each other
in equal measure’

to gain momentum.
Perhaps the UK’s highly

32

failing to grapple with workplace D&I. Only 9.7% of executive

crisis efforts to rebuild capital

minority ethnic (BAME) people
made up 9.9% of the workforce
(down 3.2% on 2010), but only 6%
of top management positions.
It became illegal in 2003 for an
employer to discriminate based on
sexual orientation, yet 32% of LGBT
employees still choose to hide their
sexuality. Meanwhile, 30% fewer
working-age people with disabilities
are in employment compared with
the general working-age population.
Such a situation is perplexing given

employed workforce is poorly utilised, lacking leadership,

the many seemingly obvious reasons organisations should be

and disincentivised by weak wage growth and the post-crisis

engaging more diversified talent. Aside from it being a legal

fug. Perhaps it is also poorly balanced, with little attention

requirement to adhere to workforce anti-discrimination laws,

paid to diversity and inclusion (D&I). D&I research has found

the business case for building a diverse workforce should be

that high levels of productivity are associated with diverse

clear to employers, but perhaps it is not.
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‘Much of the external evidence shows the link
between productivity and diversity potentially
being correlation not causation.’
While D&I may not be the silver
bullet that UK productivity needs,
it should form an integral
part of talent strategies in
an increasingly complex
outlook for business
and the labour market.
Integrating D&I – which
does not equate to
expanding workforces
and the inefficiency
this brings, but
rather integrating
it in balanced
teams – will fit
well in a workforce
increasingly shaped
by automation and
businesses craving the
competitive edge from
diverse, hard-to-find skills.
‘Diversity is necessary; it
reflects reality, but it takes a lot
of effort, and what works for one
organisation is not going to work
for another,’ says Jonathan AshongLamptey, a D&I consultant with Frost
In addition
to the cold hard
numbers reported by
McKinsey and others, it has been
found that:

Included. ‘But if your core belief is that you
want all of your employees to reach their potential,
then you’re going to find a way to make it work that will
benefit the individual, the organisation, the market and society.’
But such good intentions need to be underpinned by a deep

*

companies that employ more diverse people may gain

understanding of a business and its people to ensure action is

access to more markets

well-informed and evidence-based, says Dr Jill Miller, diversity

*

a more varied workforce will have a wider variety of ideas

and inclusion adviser at the Chartered Institute of Personnel

and experiences, leading to better solutions, decision-

and Development. ‘Employers need to understand the enablers

making and innovation

and blockers to talent attraction and career progression for

a diverse workforce offers a broader base of candidates

different groups, and address them appropriately.’

*

from which to win the war for talent

KPMG’s Richards adds: ‘We absolutely believe that a

*

diverse workforces report higher employee satisfaction

diverse talent pool makes sense in purely business terms. Our

and improved collaboration

clients are coming to us with increasingly varied and complex

*

embracing diversity enhances the company’s brand and

business issues, and the best way of delivering creative

image to prospective talent, consumers, markets and

solutions is through diverse project teams who challenge and

the media.

support each other in equal measure.’

AB

However, the link between productivity and diversity isn’t fully
understood. As Melanie Richards, vice chair, KPMG UK, says:

Neil Johnson, journalist
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Trust takes a nose-dive
Ipsos’s global trends survey of more than 18,000 adults in 23 countries has found that
trust in business and government continues to be at a low ebb

Trust in business continues to dwindle

Doing their bit for society

Half the public don’t trust businesses to tell the truth and

In future, according to 68% of respondents to the Ipsos

believe the economy is rigged to the advantage of the

survey, the most successful brands will be those that make

rich and powerful. According to the Ipsos Global Trends

the most positive contribution to society.

survey of attitudes towards trust, brands, business,
society and social media, over a third don’t trust business

Brands should make a difference

to improve economic and social conditions. Business

Agree

fared better than trust in systems as a whole, however.
Are businesses leaving communities behind?
Agree
Indonesia
India
S Africa
Brazil
Turkey
Poland
Canada
US
Peru
Spain
Mexico
Australia
Italy
Germany
Sweden
Argentina
Japan
Belgium
Russia
S Korea
France
UK
Total

Disagree

84%
80%
69%
65%
55%
53%
52%
52%
52%
49%
48%
47%
46%
44%
44%
43%
38%
37%
35%
35%
33%
32%
50%

More information
The full results of the Ipsos Global Trends survey can
be downloaded at ipsosglobaltrends.com

14%
17%
26%
30%
42%
33%
40%
41%
43%
48%
48%
44%
46%
47%
49%
48%
35%
55%
51%
60%
58%
58%
42%

Indonesia
India
China
S Africa
S Korea
US
Canada
Australia
Poland
UK
Japan

Disagree

10%
13%
12%
16%
17%
21%
23%
20%
23%
24%
26%

86%
83%
80%
77%
77%
67%
66%
65%
61%
60%
49%

Government gets thumbs down
Many see their government as a remote institution. Only in
India, Indonesia and Canada do fans outnumber critics.
How is your country being run?
Satisfied
India
Indonesia
Canada
US
Germany
UK
Australia
Poland
Japan
S Africa
S Korea

60%
54%
42%
30%
26%
26%
20%
17%
13%
10%
10%

Dissatisfied

19%
23%
32%
53%
46%
47%
51%
64%
41%
80%
66%
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For the journey
Finance shared services centre operators need to offer clear career pathways, learning
opportunities and mentoring if they are to compete effectively for talent

Y

oung finance professionals working in shared

(FSSC) – an internally owned (‘captive’) operation centre – as

services are ambitious, mobile and embrace

opposed to a retained finance function or centre of excellence.

technology, but many are aiming to move into a

FSSCs typically provide core finance processing activity
support, such as accounts payable and receivable, fixed assets,

different finance role in future.
These are some of the key findings from a detailed study
of the aspirations of younger professionals working in finance

ACCA’s 2017 follow-up study focused on these young FSSC

shared services. Generation Next:

workers. It found that they are

managing talent in finance shared

attracted to work in finance because

services contains the first sectorspecific analysis and follows up
on ACCA’s 2016 Generation Next
report, which looked at what attracts
individuals to finance careers, their
ambitions and learning preferences.
Almost 19,000 finance professionals
aged from 16 to 36 from 150 countries
took part in the 2016 survey. Some
30% of respondents who were
working in medium-sized or large
corporate employers were employed

Employers need
to help younger
FSSC professionals
feel engaged in
their work and see
opportunities for
progression – or
else risk a broken
talent pipeline

in a finance shared services centre

36

general ledger accounting and expense processing.

of the long-term career prospects,
the ability to develop a broad
range of skills, and the ability to use
those skills inside and outside of
finance. Similarly, the opportunity
to learn and develop new skills,
career progression and financial
remuneration are the key factors
for employers looking to attract
and retain FSSC professionals. The
findings are closely aligned with
the global Generation Next results,
as are FSSC respondents’ career
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aspirations. For example, the vast majority are keen to gain
seniority in their area and lead a finance team.
Technology is being embraced by young finance
professionals. Those in FSSCs are highly likely to see it as an
opportunity, enabling them to focus on high value-added

Snakes and ladders
Are the opportunities for career progression as you expected?
40%
Central/
Eastern
Europe

activity (88%). They are also more likely to expect technology
to replace many entry-level roles in the profession (64%

24%

FSSC respondents ultimately appear to be looking for a
way out of shared services. Almost 90% would like a role in a
different area of finance. Almost 70% say they would like to

28%

28%

29%
SubSaharan
Africa

half of FSSC respondents have been in their current role for
next role within two years.

47%

28%

or country. They also like to move on relatively quickly. Over
under two years, while a majority would like to move to their

Malaysia

26%

Finance shared services professionals are just as mobile and
The vast majority are interested in working in a different region

46%
Ireland

compared with 57% of all Generation Next participants).
keen to move role as other young finance professionals are.

25%

28%

32%

UK

61%
35%

16%
Worse or much worse

Average

37%

43%

29%
As expected

Better or much better

Source: Generation Next: managing talent in finance shared services

work in another sector and move to a large corporate, with
the majority opting for the retained finance function. At the

key functions in finance services. Employers have found that

same time, FSSC respondents are notably more likely to be

such activities can improve talent retention, demonstrating

aiming to work in a shared service centre of a medium or large

to employees that the organisation is invested in developing

corporate than are respondents from other finance roles. It’s

them. Research participant Peter Morgan, head of finance

not clear whether this is down to preference or a perception

at BBC Cardiff, says that regular rotation between divisions

that FSSC personnel’s options are confined to shared services.

enables people to work with new stakeholders and business

Almost 80% of FSSC respondents see barriers to moving out

contacts and ‘actually feels like you’ve transferred to a new

of shared services, particularly a lack of transparent paths into

company [and] that’s what keeps people engaged’.

retained finance roles (over 30%), inadequate value being

Employers should try to encourage internal promotion and

placed on their FSSC experience and cultural challenges

employee-led initiatives to support innovation and growth.

within their organisation.

This can help to keep individuals engaged in their work and

Meanwhile, a separate survey of ACCA members in FSSC

increase their job satisfaction. Gary Leeds, head of finance

leadership roles has found that they feel engaged, challenged

operations at L&G in Cardiff, uses a talent matrix that helps

and excited by the pace of change, with the majority wanting

him identify and focus on top performers, ensuring that the

to continue following a shared services career path. For

company can ‘move them forward faster than maybe some

finance professionals in leadership positions, shared services

others’. But he concedes: ‘People management is the one

increasingly represent a career destination. It seems that

thing that can easily get pushed to one side when the pressure

employers need to help younger FSSC professionals to feel

is on, and there is always more than can be done.’

equally engaged in their work and see opportunities for
progression – or else risk a broken talent pipeline.
ACCA’s analysis suggests that employers should ensure their

ACCA’s research also suggests that technology could
provide an opportunity to boost the appeal of FSSC careers.
Shared services could be positioned as the innovation lab

FSSC has a strong brand within the organisation, with clear

of the wider business, making it a more attractive career

executive commitment to it. They also need to build structured

destination for younger, tech-savvy generations.

AB

career pathways that possibly run across the entire finance
function, including a broad range of learning opportunities in
the organisation and beyond to satisfy young professionals’
appetite for progression and personal development.
Rotation, mentoring and further training can help to keep
younger FSSC professionals motivated. Many employers,
for example, are implementing formal rotations between

Sarah Perrin, journalist
More information
There is more on Generation Next at bit.ly/generation-next.
Read the full findings of the report on finance shared service
centres at bit.ly/ACCA-GN-SS
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More in the pipeline
With US shale gas production soaring and businesses globally switching to gas
from nuclear and oil, the sector is in ferment and supply contracts in flux

T

he gas sector is evolving: price cuts and supply

Spot market impact

boosts (particularly from the impact of US exports)

‘With 70% of global gas demand coming from Asia –

are creating new challenges for finance professionals.

particularly Japan, South Korea and China – the rise of the US

From a buyer’s perspective, gas has ‘probably never been

as exporter could represent a significant shift,’ says Narayanan

more attractive’, according to a recent ACCA report Far East

Vaidyanathan, senior business analyst at ACCA. ‘A climate of

to Wild West: demand and supply in the new gas landscape.

low prices is also likely to influence the direction of events.’ In

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is mainly traded under long-term

some markets such as LNG, cheaper supply from the US may

contracts indexed to the oil price: as the oil price has dropped,

support a rebalancing from long-term contracts towards the

so has that of LNG. Demand is also strong, with the number

spot market, with arbitrage activity expected to rise.

of countries importing LNG almost doubling in the past 10

‘The reason the LNG price has been relatively stable in the

years (there are now 30 LNG importers). Meanwhile the supply

past is because it has been indexed to the oil price through

of gas available for international shipment is rising – and this

long-term contracts,’ says Adi Karev, global oil and gas leader

too could affect LNG prices. LNG production now exceeds

at EY. ‘With the arrival of cheap LNG from the US, there is a

230 million tonnes a year, and is

price differential in the market for

expected to hit 370 million by 2020.

the first time. It’s therefore inevitable

ACCA’s report, which draws on

that arbitrage activity will increase,

the views of industry experts and

and the spot market will strengthen.’

a global survey of 413 professional

‘We are going to see a very

accountants, identifies the rise of

different LNG market by 2020,’ says

the US as a gas producer as a major

Al Troner, president of Asia Pacific

development in the global market.
The US, which used to be a net
importer of gas, shipped its first
LNG cargoes in 2016. In February of
that year, Houston-based Cheniere
Energy dispatched a shipment of
LNG to India – the first batch of

‘The US’s arrival
as an exporter of
LNG will be a gamechanger for the
global gas sector’

US shale gas ever to be delivered

moving to more of a buyer’s point of
view. It’s something the gas sector,
and finance professionals within it,
will have to adjust to.’

Sell-side perspective
For gas suppliers and investors, low

to Asia. Among ACCA’s survey

gas prices are a worry. Two-thirds

respondents, 79% agreed that the rise of the US as a global

of ACCA’s survey respondents said they were concerned or

gas producer will have a serious impact on global gas markets.

extremely concerned that further drops in the oil price would

‘The US’s arrival as an exporter of LNG will be a gamechanger for the global gas sector,’ says Philippe Berterottière,

cause gas prices to fall.
The oil price drop could damage plans for some proposed

chairman and CEO of GTT, a French LNG engineering

LNG projects around the world, according to Troner, but he

company. ‘The biggest impact will be increased pressure on

believes supply will continue to expand. ‘Even the world’s most

prices. While the demand for LNG in Asia should rise over

careful and conservative oil and gas companies have run into

time, the US should be able to maintain relatively low prices

serious cost overruns on their ventures into LNG,’ Troner says.

for its LNG, due to existing infrastructure and a good domestic

‘And a lot of the players currently proposing LNG projects

supply of gas. This probably means that prices for LNG in

are being far too optimistic about their viability in the current

Asia will drop over time, and buyers will be able to negotiate

environment. Even so, there will still be an overhang of supply.’

better deals.’ US gas companies are also likely to find export
opportunities beyond Asia.
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Energy Consulting. ‘We seem to be

Gas has some weaknesses when compared to oil (see SWOT
box on page 40). For example, gas wells cannot be turned on
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or off as easily when prices fluctuate, and the infrastructure

Increased price pressure will have a significant impact

needed to store and transport gas is more complex. For such

on accountants within LNG companies. For example, in

reasons gas tends to be seen as a longer-term commitment.

December 2015 Petronet LNG, an Indian LNG importer,

‘No one expects to become rich from a gas project by

renegotiated its 1999 contract with Qatari producer RasGas,

tomorrow morning,’ Troner says. ‘It’s always a longer-term play,

slashing the original price by around half.

with a more complex set of contracts.’
Experienced gas companies clearly still find gas an

Finance professionals are affected by such developments, as
they have key roles to play in renegotiating existing contracts

interesting long-term prospect, though. Among ACCA’s survey

and drawing up new ones. Meanwhile, as buyers seek to

respondents, 39% said that their business was looking for new

renegotiate long-term gas contracts, project finance decision-

gas projects as a result of falling oil prices.

making comes under much greater scrutiny. ‘It’s getting harder
and harder for finance teams to find viable projects, because

Impact on finance professionals

benchmark prices are substantially lower than they used to

As the gas market evolves, so do the roles that finance

be,’ says Karev. ‘We are seeing increased rationalisation,

professionals need to play within the sector. ‘Risk appetite

consolidation and a lot of divestment, all of which require

has vanished, and this changes what finance teams have to

substantial analysis and much more scrutiny by finance teams.’

focus on,’ says Karev. ‘At the moment, that means focusing on
dividends for shareholders.’
Looking ahead, ACCA’s report finds that the roles of finance
professionals in the gas sector will be strongly affected by
developments in pricing, mergers and acquisitions (M&A),
costs and sustainability.

Survey respondents acknowledged these developments,
with almost half (47%) agreeing or strongly agreeing that their
job was becoming more complex as a result of the fall in the
oil price.
Price pressure could increase levels of M&A activity in the
gas sector, so finance professionals may well be increasingly
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Attraction for investors and operators
transport it from the production

*

Cleaner-burning fuel than oil and

site, gas investments tend to be

coal: burning natural gas produces

longer-term commitments than oil

Threats

just over half the amount of carbon

investments. Oil rigs, by contrast,

dioxide as coal per unit of energy.

can easily be moved at short notice

*

No refining process required: gas

with no major consequences.

*

generation mix.
Transition to a buyer’s market:
gas-buying organisations are
increasingly finding themselves

requires much less processing than

Opportunities

with better leverage over

oil, which must undergo lengthy

*

Rising global demand: there is

suppliers, owing to a rise in global

growing international demand for

production. This has the potential

gas, and particularly high demand

to reduce gas prices over the

Weaknesses

in the Asia Pacific region as a result

long term.

*

Lower per-unit cost than oil: the

of the shutdown of many nuclear

sale price of a unit of gas is lower

reactors, which have been replaced

than the equivalent of crude oil –

by gas-fired power plants.

fact that if prices drop, some of

The move to renewables positions

the larger, more capital-intensive

gas as the ideal ‘fuel of transition’:

gas production projects such as

because of the nature of gas,

a number of countries have chosen

floating LNG (FLNG) could come

and the infrastructure required to

gas as the fuel they will use to help

under threat.

and expensive refining before it can
be used.

a downside for gas producers.

*

40

move towards a cleaner energy-

Strengths

Longer-term extraction process:

*

*

Increasing supply threatens
profitability: related to this is the
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involved in bringing deals to fruition. A third of the survey

have pivotal roles in the adoption of such new reporting

respondents said their business was actively involved in M&A

techniques, helping companies to explain sustainability efforts

discussions to capitalise on the attractiveness of current gas

to shareholders and the long-term implications of a move to

pricing; just 15% said they were not.

cleaner fuel sources, such as gas.

Expectations about M&A opportunities are focused on North
America. Tim Boersma, director of the global gas programme

Many factors affect gas prices and the associated
sustainability of the gas sector, including macroeconomic

at Columbia University’s Center

developments. Among survey

on Global Energy Policy, says: ‘In

respondents, 74% were concerned

North America, arguably the global
epicentre of gas production over the
past 15 years, many people expected
a big wave of M&A, given current
prices, which have led to financial
trouble for many small and mid-scale
producers, midstream companies and
service providers. However, we haven’t
seen a lot of activity so far. It may well
be that the old rules of consolidation
amid crisis do not apply to US shale,
but we’ll have to wait and see.’

‘We haven’t seen a
lot of M&A activity
so far. It may well
be that the old rules
of consolidation
amid crisis do not
apply to US shale,
but we’ll have to
wait and see’

or extremely concerned that
geopolitical instability would
affect gas prices. For example,
the UK’s decision to leave the EU
will affect the assessments that
finance professionals will have to
make about the viability of gas
investments in the North Sea.
Similarly, geopolitical tensions in the
Middle East will affect sustainability
assessments of new and current
projects in that region.
It’s clear that finance professionals

Low gas prices make investors

will need to support companies’

more cautious about backing
capital-intensive projects, increasing the importance of careful

evolving strategies. As Vaidyanathan says: ‘Finance teams are

financial planning by companies to secure funding. Finance

at the forefront of understanding how future trends will affect

professionals will be needed to assess the viability of new gas

their business and on advising how to adapt accordingly.’

AB

projects in the low-price environment. Floating LNG (FLNG)
projects, which tend to be more capital-intensive, may look

Sarah Perrin, journalist

less viable. Accountants will need to analyse cost and revenue
projections carefully.
Companies will also need their finance professionals to help
cut the costs of projects already under way. In March 2016,
for example, Italian energy company ENI announced it had
achieved ‘very significant cost savings’ through engineering
design changes on its Coral FLNG project off Mozambique.
Interest in the sustainability of the gas sector and companies
within it has grown, just as it has in other sectors. This has
coincided with the development and increasing adoption
of integrated reporting, which helps companies to explain
how they are creating value for the medium and long term,
as well as meeting short-term goals. Finance professionals
In March 2017, China halted operations at the last large
coal-fired power plant in Beijing as part of a smog-cutting
campaign by China’s premier Li Keqiang to ‘make our
skies blue again’. The capital’s electricity is now entirely
generated by natural gas, and the country’s national coal
consumption fell for the third year in a row in 2016
A tanker carries one of the first export shipments of LNG
from the US (likely to be the world’s third-biggest LNG
exporter by 2020) to Japan (the world’s biggest importer)
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Time to work and play
While the 3D computer game Minecraft is mostly familiar to children around the
world, its principles can benefit global businesses, too. Eli Khazzam explains how

W

hen my son introduced me to Minecraft three

are advanced puzzles,

years ago, the first thought that came to mind

typical action adventures

was: ‘Why aren’t businesses using this as a tool

or apps designed to

on a regular basis?’ There are two reasons: first, businesses

amuse the user for

still have to be innovative in terms of how to use this

several days before

software; its applications must be built by someone who has

interest fizzles out. But

a basic understanding of the game. Second, Minecraft seems

every now and then a

to have some limitations for businesses, as its ‘education

revolutionary game

edition’ is only available to educational institutions and

like Minecraft comes

cannot be used for marketing or advertising purposes. Yet

along. In fact, it isn’t

Minecraft offers many potential uses for businesses.

really a game; I would best

The problem with my generation – I’m Generation X – is

describe it as Lego on steroids.
So what is Minecraft? Its key characteristics

that we have been conditioned to think about the concept of
gaming exclusively in the context of entertainment. You do

are in the box opposite. But overall it is an ideal blank

your homework… and then you can play your video games.

slate from which you can model your own, workable 3D world.

You go to work… and then you can play your video games

It’s really easy to play. The programming aspect is more

(and if you’re caught playing at work, you’re fired). The whole

complex, but it’s definitely within the realm of learning for

notion of marrying gaming with the workplace seems taboo.

children and adults.
There are many ways in which Minecraft could be used in a

But this is what has ultimately kept businesses from exploring
the use of gaming on a large scale. Games, especially the

business context. Here are a few:

open-ended type, have great practical value.

*

Most computer games today are indeed just games. They

Team-building. How many times has your company paid
for employees to go rock-climbing or raft-building to
develop team-building skills? These outings usually take
a long time to plan and can be costly. With Minecraft,
you can gather your workmates almost at a moment’s
notice to battle zombies, build a theme park, practise
parkour or remove a giant mountain with dynamite.
These projects could be ongoing, plug-and-play
activities designed to get employees to think together,
communicate and have fun. It could also be used to build
tournaments or competitions.

*

Creating 3D environments. There are many software
packages today that help you do things like office layout,
computer-assisted design and architectural design; you
don’t need Minecraft for that level of precision. But you
can use it to broadstroke a model for a new product,
a service or a business process such as a production
line or customer service centre. You can even use
Minecraft to map out more abstract ideas. Just as we use
Powerpoint and flowcharting software today to give life
to processes and procedures, Minecraft can be used to
achieve this in more innovative ways. Take your employees

42
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or clients on a virtual trip through a particular
process, going room-to-room, set-to-set or

Mine of information

level-to-level using a train or climbing up a

If you have children, you’ve probably heard about Minecraft,

ladder. The possibilities are endless once you

with its own vocabulary and subculture. For everyone else,

know how to build things. You can even use different

here’s a summary:

characters – which can be costumed accordingly – to

*

Owned by Microsoft, launched in 2009 by developers

*

Minecraft sales are huge; more than 122 million copies

*
*

Open-ended game is like a virtual construction set.

*

There are two main modes. ‘Survival mode’ enables you

curate your model.

*

Role-playing/communications. We hear about the
importance of soft skills today: communications,
listening, watching and acting appropriately in different
situations. Instead of sitting in circles, talking and then
exemplifying good listening skills, what about using
Minecraft avatars and characters? Picture you and your
teammates stuck out in a rainstorm, on top of a mountain,

Mojang.
sold, with 55 million people playing it a month.
None of the typical parameters found in most video
games apply; you have free reign to do what you like.
to use your skills to build weapons, harness resources and

lost in a labyrinth or trying to talk while being fired upon

fight a variety of villainous creatures. In ‘creative mode’,

by skeletons. Is this not a good way to see ourselves

users can build a huge variety of complex structures.

under pressure? Is this not a good way to simulate the
constraints of time and danger?

*

*

Creating a virtual market. If
you dig deep into the Minecraft
world of mods and servers, you
can create a server economy.
Players can own property, trade
resources, open stores and sell
merchandise. You can even
create your own currency. Being
able to simulate the exchange
of your product or service in
a test environment could be
interesting, especially if you set
up some kind of parameters

Every now and
then a revolutionary
game like Minecraft
comes along. In
fact it isn’t really
a game; I would
describe it as Lego
on steroids

as part of a market research

are many different e-learning
platforms out there. But with
Minecraft you can develop
a much more playful and
interactive approach to
education. You will have
to do this using your own
technical savvy and creativity.
There is currently a Minecraft
Education version that has
many excellent features for
training, but according to
Microsoft (which bought the

experiment with employees or a

*

Professional learning. There

game’s creator Mojang for

select group of external participants. You might even be

US$2.5bn in 2014), this is only available to schools,

able to simulate certain conditions such as a quick sale,

libraries, museums and certain public institutions.

run-on merchandise or product bundling.

This is disappointing because I believe businesses would

Scenario planning. While you should leave the heavy-duty

benefit from being able to use the Minecraft Education

scenario planning (the algorithms and data crunching) to

software for professional training (nor can business

the experts, Minecraft is a great game to simulate basic

use Minecraft as a marketing or advertising vehicle as

human realities. For example, protecting an asset (building,

mentioned previously).

territory or resource) from something that may threaten

Minecraft is fun, but beneath the play there is something much

it; performing specific tasks in a group under the confines

more powerful at work: good old-fashioned ‘hands-on’ human

of time and/or other environmental impacts; conserving

creativity. Have we forgotten about that?

AB

or harnessing limited resources; working with opposition
groups (making trades, concessions and/or cooperating);
managing conflict; improvising with limited tools and
resources to complete an objective; accomplishing a
sequence of tasks to get something done; or creating value
and/or wealth from a basic set of resources.

Eli Khazzam is chief developer for topologyproject.com
More information
Find out more about Minecraft at education.minecraft.net/
support/faq
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Eyes on the goal
When setting goals, it pays to focus on success rather than on avoiding failure
or comparing yourself with others, says our talent doctor Rob Yeung
Often, the difference between

about the subject. But if I read a book

successful people and their less

with a comparative performance goal,

accomplished counterparts is in their

I may wish to demonstrate to friends or

attitude, how they look at themselves

colleagues that I know more about the

and the world. One example lies in the

topic than they do.

way that they motivate themselves (or
others) when setting goals.
To explain, allow me to pose a

success, while negative ones are about

that you and your colleagues are taking

avoiding failure. For instance, a sales

a course with the intention of pursuing a

person with a positive goal might focus

professional qualification. Which of the

mainly on earning a lot of money;

following four statements is most likely

another sales person with a negative

to encapsulate your motivations?

goal might be more interested in not

1. ‘I want to learn as much as possible

performing too poorly.

CPD

2. ‘I want to get a better grade than
my colleagues.’
3. ‘I’m worried I won’t learn as much as
I could from this course.’
4. ‘I don’t want to get a worse grade
than my colleagues.’

44

Positive goals are about pursuing

hypothetical scenario. Imagine briefly

about this topic.’

In general, people
who set negative
goals – such as ‘We
mustn’t perform
poorly’ – achieve
worse results than
those who set
positive ones

The other dimension is based on the
whether the goal is positive or negative.

Given that each dimension has
two options, this gives us four broad
categories of goals. Statement 1 above
is a positive-personal mastery goal:
it’s about wanting to get something
positive out of the experience for
yourself. Statement 2 is a positive-

Many psychologists agree that

comparative performance goal: again

people’s motivations – not only in

it’s about striving for success, but this

education but in the workplace and

time by doing well in relation to others –

sports too – can broadly be classified

there’s a desire to beat others.

into four categories based on two

Statement 3 is a negative-personal

dimensions. By understanding this

mastery goal because it is focused on

two-by-two classification, you can learn

the avoidance of a bad outcome. Finally,

to set more motivating goals for both

statement 4 is negative-comparative

yourself and others.

because it is about avoiding doing

One of the dimensions is called

worse than other people. For example,

achievement focus. Some people have

a manager with a negative-comparative

personal mastery goals; they look to gain

attitude may care more about not

competence or knowledge for its own

being in the bottom quartile in terms of

sake or for personal benefit. In contrast,

performance as opposed to striving for

others have what I call comparative

being in the top quartile.

performance goals; they want to get a

These may seem like trivial differences

score, grade or result that is better than

more to do with semantics than

that of other people. For example, if

anything of consequence. However,

I read a book with a personal mastery

research suggests that these subtle ways

goal, I may do so because I want to learn

of framing goals do have quantifiably
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different outcomes. In general, people

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

who set negative goals – for example,

Q

‘I don’t want to look stupid’ or
‘We mustn’t perform poorly’ –
usually achieve worse results

I recently started working
in a small firm and I have

discovered that there is a lot of

than those who set positive

favouritism at play within the

ones. Interestingly, researchers

organisation. Two of the directors are

led by Nico Van Yperen at the

married to each other. The managing director also

University of Groningen in the

recently hired his own son into a junior role. Projects

Netherlands found that positive

and opportunities seem to be handed out on the basis of

goals outdo negative ones only

such relationships rather than on merit. The situation troubles

in work and educational settings.
In sports, positive goals (for example,
‘We must win’) and negative ones
(‘We mustn’t lose’) achieve roughly
equivalent results.

A

me greatly. How I should proceed?

Yes, it may be unfair that opportunities are dispensed to favourites rather than
on merit. It may also be very tempting to complain about this state of affairs.

But complaining to friends or even colleagues is unlikely to get you anywhere. To
make progress in your career, you would be better off accepting that favouritism is a

Other evidence also suggests that
individuals with personal mastery goals
tend to achieve better outcomes than
those with comparative performance

reality in many organisations – not just small ones.
You can either allow yourself to be a victim of favouritism and unfair practices or
decide that you are going to play the game with a view to winning those opportunities.
Begin by identifying the key individuals – and that may include one or both of the
married directors – who seem to have the most sway over the kinds of ventures and

for your personal betterment may

opportunities that interest you. Observe them individually and try to work out what

help you to attain a higher level of

their passions and styles of working are. Over time, begin to mould yourself into the

performance and achievement than

kind of person who can mesh well with their interests and ways of working.

worrying about how you are doing in
relative terms to others.

Think of yourself as a social chameleon. Most people do not behave in exactly the
same way with their closest friends as they do with their in-laws. So accept that you

In conclusion, positive-personal
mastery goals such as ‘I want to learn as

may need to show different sides of your personality to the different people within
your organisation too.

much as possible from doing this’ and

If that sounds either unfeasible or unreasonable, consider looking for a different

‘I want to beat my own personal best’

job. But make sure that the culture of that other organisation is truly more to your

may be the best way to perform well

liking before you decide to move on.

and achieve better results. Whatever
your professional or educational goals,

Tips for the top

aim to focus on success and what you

Job interviewers often like to ease candidates into an interview with the open-ended

might gain rather than worrying about

invitation: ‘Tell me about yourself.’ However, you should be aware that this is a trap.

failure and what you might lose.

CPD

goals. Deciding to do something

AB

Interviewers are not actually interested in your home life. Every minute spent
talking about your family, your hobbies or sporting pursuits, your faith or any other

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

non-work topic is a minute that you are not speaking about your

psychologist at leadership consulting

achievements, your talents and your enthusiasm for your

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk

work. Remember the opportunity cost of talking about

More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

the parts of your life that are unrelated to your work.
When asked this question then, imagine that the
interviewer actually asked: ‘Tell me briefly about
some of your best qualities and why we should hire
you.’ Also bear in mind that first impressions really do
count. So be sure to prepare your answer well before
an interview so that you can deliver it in a warm and
confident fashion.
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Living the dream
In this second of a two-part article on the digital CFO, Alison Young explains why
leaders can’t just pay lip-service to digitisation if that’s the direction they’re taking
While we may assume that successful

engagement generally, a social media

apps reward their creators with

presence sends a signal to current and

overnight success and megabucks, the

future potential employees that this is a

reality is that for every app that makes

digital company. It also provides a source

money, there are probably 100 or more

of customer and employee feedback that

that launch and die. The digital route

the leader receives raw and first hand,

for many organisations, whether small

not filtered by well-meaning colleagues

or large, is a challenging one, often

in the inner circle.
The leader’s personal practice will have

CPD

littered with expensive failures and
abandoned dreams. At the centre of

a knock-on effect within the leadership

this journey and nurturing a culture of

team too. Top teams of established

‘try, fail fast, learn and try again’ is the

organisations are often a mix of digital

critical role of the leader.

pioneers and digital laggards, and the

The actions of the CEO or functional

leader’s personal practice becomes

head are typically more influential than

a symbol that everyone needs to be

anything they may say: colleagues and

involved. Digital laggards on the top

employees watch how they allocate

team cannot be left behind, as they are

resources, how they spend their time,

the ones with the deep understanding of

the way they make decisions and, of

the mechanics of the business. The CEO

increasing importance, how they show

who relies solely on digital pioneers does

up on social media. Wise leaders need

so at their peril.

to think through the ways in which they
can have the biggest impact to get their

Creating a safe space

organisation’s digitisation off the ground.

Digital laggards may need more

Whether the organisation is digitising

intensive confidence- and skill-building

a part or the whole of the business,

to help them feel that their contribution

the leader needs to have a personal

to the digital debate is as vital as it is

social media presence and demonstrate

in their core area of expertise. Reverse

a personal use of apps or digital services

mentoring where digital natives (the

relevant to the organisation. Today’s

mentors) are partnered one-on-one

leader cannot afford to have this as an
add-on task, done after hours or as time
permits; it needs to be integrated into
the day job with its own goals and
outcomes, and with time dedicated to it.
Ideally the leader should be able
to commit to one internal and one
external channel where, prompted by
their communications professionals
as and when necessary, they can be
personally present.

The digital leader
is a role model
through their
personal practice
and, crucially,
how they allocate
resources to
digital projects

As well as helping employee

46

with senior people (the mentees) can
help the leader learn in a safe and
supportive environment. Behind closed
and confidential doors, the mentee can
put questions they may fear asking in
front of their peers. And, of course, the
mentors gain an invaluable insight into
wider business themes.
As the organisation’s digital journey
continues, the dynamic of the top team
is likely to shift as newer – more digital
– members gain an increasing share of
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the airtime. In the early days, learning

at killing off projects as signing off

– as opposed to the response to

from other organisations in the form of

investment in new ones. To achieve this,

competitive threats – is motivating,

visits and speakers gives members of

the top team will need to be aligned in

and particularly so when it is subtly but

the leadership team shared reference

how they set digital goals and track and

continuously reinforced.

points that help them to collaborate

monitor progress. Many an organisation

on digital planning. Further work to

has wasted time and resources in support

through their personal practice,

co-create the digital strategy can be

of pet digital projects that lack a clear

management of the leadership team

informed by 24-hour hackathons or

rationale. Clear and transparent criteria

and, crucially, how they allocate

visioning sessions in which the top

– often not traditional ROI metrics but

resources to digital projects. They

team are encouraged to imagine that

measures such as adoption – help the

need to lead the charge personally to

their whole industry is digitised.

team stay focused and take decisions

champion collaboration and risk taking.

quickly in the digital race.

And to reach out to partners in the wider

The top team will need to keep
customer insights firmly at the centre

No discussion on leadership is

The digital leader is a role model

industry. Only this personal practice will

of their decision-making, and they may

complete without reference to how the

send a signal that the business is truly up

need to become more agile in their

leader communicates. The leader needs

for the digital challenge.

working style. Top teams unfamiliar

to convey their personal excitement

with the ‘agile methodology’ used by

about how the user journey will enhance

Alison Young is a director of consultancy

developers would benefit from seeing

the customer experience. This helps

Leaders in Change. @Leader_Insights

it in action for themselves to explore

to bring the consumers’ needs to the

how they can replicate the collaboration

attention of people at all levels, and

enshrined in the agile principles.
Agile tech teams need to be
supported by a top team as adept

clearly signals which activities add the
most value. A message that excites

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

CPD

people about the digital opportunities

AB

Accounting for the Future

Registrations are now open for ACCA’s annual virtual global conference – your chance to gain
some CPD units and stay ahead of the curve on issues affecting financial professionals

On the agenda

*

What you need to know
about blockchain

*

Ethics for professionals in
the digital age

*

Get up to date on how tech
will affect your future

*

Trends in company
reporting, including
integrated reporting

*

ACCA advocates share their
experiences and ideas

*

Ready for new data
regulations?

More information
Once we’ve finalised the
agenda and opened the
event for registrations,
we’ll alert you on AB
Direct, your weekly email
bulletin, or you can check
at accaglobal.com/
accountingforthefuture
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The C factor
Last month we explored why organisations need to take critical success factors seriously.
Here, David Parmenter gives a step-by-step guide to implementing them
Key performance webinar

Following from last month’s article

See David Parmenter’s KPI webinar
series at bit.ly/parmenterkpi

on the importance of critical success
factors (CSFs), let’s look at how
you can apply the concept to your

of the process. They will need

organisation.
In my view, CSFs should have the

to understand how they came

following seven characteristics.

about and their significance. The

*

They should be worded so

CSFs need to be discussed with

everyone will understand them and

employee representatives and

buy into them.

conveyed to staff to maximise the

They shouldn’t come as a surprise

benefits. If staff members are told

to management and the governing

what is important, they can align

body, as they should have been

their daily activities to enhance

*

their contribution.

discussed already.

*

*

They should apply broadly across

the past 10 years, then extract

the organisation. For example,

and develop success factors

‘Innovation is a daily activity’.

from them. You may find an old

This is an important step; however,

They must be highly relevant

strategic document, written by a

from my observation it is often

to the organisation, and ought

talented executive who has long

overlooked. The only way the

not to be broken down into

since left, containing success

CSFs will make a change in an

department CSFs.

factors that are still relevant. The

organisation is when staff live,

*

There shouldn’t be too many of

key performance indicator (KPI)

breathe and own the CSFs. For

them – five to eight is sufficient.

team should interview the CEO

that to happen, the CSFs need to

*

They should have a significant

and senior management team, as

be communicated and agreed in

influence on other success factors.

well as some of the organisation’s

a meaningful way rather than just

They ought to emphasise a precise

‘oracles’. These are the wise men

written up as a list. I came across

operational activity, rather than

and women who everybody refers

a brilliant example of how to do

being the abstract statements that

to for advice (‘You need to talk to

this: the company in question

strategic objectives often are.

Pat’). From this, draw up a list of

prepared a cartoon representation

success factors.

of what it wanted to achieve in the

Task 2: Determine the operational

year, printed on A3 paper in full

critical success factors in a

colour, and the staff pinned it on

retailer, for example). So, there would

two-day workshop. This should

their office walls. I believe this is an

be more than the suggested five to

be attended by oracles as

ideal way to present the CSFs to

eight CSFs.

well as many of the senior

all staff.

*

*

For a conglomerate, the CSFs will
be largely sector specific (they will
be different for an airline than for a

*

Task 4: Make sure the CSFs are
put on the wall in every workplace.

AB

management team as possible.

Finding your inner CSF

It is really important to have

David Parmenter is a writer and

To help your organisation find its CSFs,

experienced people rather than

presenter on measuring, monitoring and

you can undertake a four-task process.

new staff at this workshop.

managing performance

*

Task 1: Document the already
identified success factors. Review
the strategic plans covering

48

*

Task 3: Communicate the CSFs to
those senior managers, managers
and staff who have not been part

More information
davidparmenter.com
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Material world
Adam Deller explains the need for judgment in
assessing materiality in an entity’s financial statements
In September, the International

purpose financial statements make on

Accounting Standards Board (IASB)

the basis of those financial statements.

issued a practice statement on making

One of the key elements to this
change is the introduction of the term

is intended as guidance that helps

‘primary users’ rather than the existing

preparers rather than a standard that

definition’s ‘users’.

has to be applied to demonstrate

In the practice statement, the IASB

compliance with IFRS Standards.

explains who it means by primary users:

The IASB has also released an

existing and potential investors, lenders

exposure draft that proposes minor

and other creditors – in other words,

amendments to the definition of

users who cannot require entities to

‘material’. The definition of material

provide information directly to them and

information, currently included

so must rely on financial statements for

in the Conceptual Framework for

much of their information.

CPD

materiality judgments. The statement

Financial Reporting, is as follows:
information is material if omitting it or

Information needs

misstating it could influence decisions

The financial statements cannot

that users make on the basis of

conceivably provide all the information

financial information about a specific

that primary users need, and an entity

reporting entity.

should aim to meet the common

The exposure draft proposes

information needs of its primary

the following minor amendment:

users. Thus, in applying its materiality

information is material if omitting,

judgments, an exemplar entity called

misstating or obscuring it could

Grimtown FC (see box on the next

reasonably be expected to influence

page) would not need to consider the

decisions that the primary users of

specific information needs of a single

a specific reporting entity’s general

investor (Example 1 in the box), and

What users want
Watch Jane Fuller talk about the
impact of the IASB’s materiality practice
statement, at bit.ly/ACCA-Fuller1

could rightly conclude that a particular
item of information is immaterial for
its primary users as a group. It would
therefore not need to furnish this
information in its financial statements.
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The Grimtown revelations

*

Example 1
If Grimtown FC, a football club reporting under IFRS Standards, were owned by
20 investors, each holding 5% of the voting rights, one of those investors might
be interested in Grimtown’s marketing expenditure in a specific location, as the
investor operates another business in that location.

*

*

is material to the financial statements,

If Grimtown FC acquired a football club overseas in the period and sent out a

an entity’s decision should not be

press release detailing extensive information regarding the acquisition, this would

affected by that information being

not exempt it from disclosing that information again in its financial statements.

available from other sources (see

Grimtown would still be required to comply with IFRS 3, Business Combinations,

Example 2 in the box). The public

and make the requisite disclosures, regardless of whether the information has

availability of information does not

already been made available in the press release.

relieve an entity of the obligation to

Example 3

provide material information in its

Most football clubs within Grimtown’s league receive significant funding from

financial statements.

CPD

the government to operate youth programmes. The government announces that

*

An entity may also consider the

this funding will be removed, potentially leading to significant going concern

requirements of local laws and

risks for numerous football clubs. Grimtown has received very little funding from

regulations in its materiality judgments.

the government, so faces no such risk, but the information that Grimtown is not

It can provide more information than

exposed to these future funding issues is useful to primary users, even though it

required by IFRS Standards, as long as

does not constitute a significant amount in the financial statements.

that does not obscure items deemed

Example 4

material by IFRS Standards. An entity

Grimtown FC has identified profitability measures as those of greatest interest to

may not provide less information than

its primary users. During the year, it signed a three-year contract with Foodtown,

required under IFRS Standards, even if

a catering company, to provide catering services at all its fixtures during the year.

local regulation allows it.

The catering company is owned by a key management executive of Grimtown, so
it represents a related party.
From a quantitative perspective, the agreement is not material. Grimtown

*

When assessing whether information

Example 2

The IASB’s practice statement also
presents the following four steps that an
entity may follow in making materiality

concluded that the qualitative threshold was lowered because the transaction

judgments when preparing financial

was with a related party but that the impact was large enough to be expected to

statements. We will look at each step

influence primary users’ decisions, and disclosed the transaction accordingly.

using the Grimtown FC examples cited.

Example 5
Grimtown FC sold an old ticket-printing machine to Funtown, another company

Step 1: Identify

owned by a key management executive, which makes it a related party. The

Identify information that could be

machine was almost fully depreciated and was transferred at an amount

material. The entity should also consider

consistent with its market value and carrying amount.

the common information needs of its

From a quantitative perspective, the transaction is not material – Grimtown

primary users. In our example, Grimtown

concluded the qualitative threshold was lowered because the transaction was

will have identified a set of potentially

with a related party. However, in this case, it deemed the impact too small

material information.

to reasonably be expected to influence primary users’ decisions. It therefore
assessed the information about the transaction as immaterial and did not disclose

Step 2: Assess

it in the financial statements.

Assess whether the information
identified in step 1 is in fact material.

50
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This assessment involves quantitative
and qualitative considerations.
Quantitative factors include the
size of the impact on the transaction
or event, as well as the size of any
unrecognised items, such as contingent
assets or liabilities. There could also be
factors that do not have a significant
size impact on the financial statements,
but might have an impact on similar
entities in the industry (see Example 3).

The IASB is
reinforcing
the idea that
judgment is
required in the
assessment of
materiality

financial statements.

Step 4: Review
Review the draft financial statements
to determine if all material information
has been identified. An entity needs to
assess whether information is material
both individually and in combination
with other information in the context of
its financial statements as a whole. This
review gives the entity the opportunity

make information more likely to

to step back and consider the

influence the decisions of the primary

information from a wider perspective

users. These can include transactions

and in aggregate. The output of step 4

with related parties, uncommon

is the final financial statements.

transactions or unexpected variations
in trends.

In producing this practice statement
and an exposure draft on the

While there is no hierarchy among

definition of materiality, the IASB

materiality factors, it may be efficient

has attempted to clarify the need

to consider an item from a quantitative

for judgment in conjunction with the

perspective before assessing the

specific requirements of individual IFRS

presence of qualitative factors.

Standards. It reinforces the current

In highlighting these issues, the IASB

focus of the IASB to look at disclosures

is reinforcing the idea that judgment

within the financial statements

is required in the assessment of

as much as looking at specific

materiality. Items such as Example

accounting standards.

5 also reassert the IASB’s position

CPD

Qualitative factors are those that

The output of step 3 is the draft

Comments on the exposure draft on

that IFRS Standards requirements

the definition of materiality must be

need only be applied if their effect is

submitted by January 2018.

AB

material in the complete set of financial
statements. The output of step 2 is a

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

preliminary set of material information.

specialist and lecturer

Step 3: Organise
Organise the information identified as
material in a way that communicates
clearly and concisely to primary users.

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a roundup
of the latest developments in audit, financial reporting, tax and law
Audit
Reporting significant matters
Auditors (and independent examiners)
are under scrutiny, with the charity
regulators in agreement on UK-wide
charity matters that must be reported
to them. The guidance issued by the

a definition of a ‘qualified’

require answers and details of the

examiner’s report

work undertaken:

*

a new section 4 based on

*

a revised section 6 on reporting
relevant matters

settle outstanding invoices, bills

*

revised examiners’ reports reflecting

and commitments as and when they

in-house legal advice and feedback

fall due?

group accounts

regulators includes a checklist, but

from the Charity Commission for

also warnings. The regulators are clear

Northern Ireland and the Office of

that the guidance applies to auditors

the Scottish Charity Regulator.

Has the independent examiner:

*

*

asked the trustees whether they
expect the charity to be able to

asked the trustees about the
reserves policy and the adequacy of
the level of reserves held?

and independent examiners of charity

The guidance reminds independent

You can find CC32 and CC32a at bit.ly/

accounts, and that it is designed to

examiners that ‘all registered charities

cc-ind-ex.

highlight their legal responsibility to

must disclose their reserves policy

report significant matters in accordance

in the trustees’ annual report or the

Gift aid

with the applicable law. They cite

trustees’ reason(s) for not having one’.

The Financial Reporting Council

the relevant laws as section 67 of the

It states that the ‘examiner must check

(FRC) has issued FRED 68, which

Charities Act (Northern Ireland) 2008,

whether the trustees have considered

considers the differences in accounting

sections 156 and 159 of the Charities

the financial circumstances of the charity

treatments for Gift Aid payments

Act 2011, and section 46 of the Charities

at the end of the reporting period

made by a subsidiary to its charitable

and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act

and, if the accounts are prepared on

parent. In looking for consistency

2005. More at bit.ly/mat-sig.

an accruals basis, check whether the

it’s highlighted that where Gift Aid

trustees have made an assessment of

payments are made during the nine

the charity’s position as a going concern

months following the relevant reporting

when approving the accounts’.

date, and are a distribution to owners

Reporting
Independent examinations

The recommended checklist

The new CC32 directive and guidance,

for independent examiners asks

and an accompanying checklist CC32a,

the following questions, which

but a donation for tax purposes,
deferred tax will no longer be required.
The FRC has stated that the

apply to all independent examinations

changes will apply to periods

signed after 1 December 2017. The

beginning on or after 1 January 2019,

checklist can be adopted now. Some of

with early application permitted

the changes are:

52

*

FRED 68 considers
differences in
treatments for
Gift Aid payments
made by a
subsidiary to its
charitable parent

provided all of the amendments are

*

a shortened section on independent

*

a greater use of headings to break

*

new criteria for an examiner

*

clarification regarding correcting

*

a specific reference to the

an annual slavery and human trafficking

reserves policy

statement if:

examination
up the text within each direction
providing other services
accounting records

applied at the same time (ie including
those arising from FRED 67). More at
bit.ly/frc-fred68.

Modern slavery guidance
As previously highlighted in the
September issue (bit.ly/tu-sept17),
organisations are required to produce
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*
*
*

it is a commercial organisation

*

it has total global turnover of £36m

it supplies goods or services
it carries on part of its business in
the UK
or more.

The statement should set out what
steps organisations have taken to
ensure that modern slavery is not
taking place in their business or supply
chains. Transparency in supply chains: a
practical guide highlights:

*

who is required to publish

*

how to write a slavery and human

*

how to approve and publish

a statement
trafficking statement
the statement.

The guidance states that the statement

HMRC wins tribunal on entrepreneurs’ relief

should aim to include information

In The Commissioners for HM Revenue and Customs v Michael and Elizabeth

about:

McQuillan: [2017] UKUT 0344 (TCC), the first tier tribunal findings that previously

1. ‘the organisation’s structure, its

favoured the taxpayer were overturned with HMRC’s appeal succeeding. The

business and its supply chains
2. its policies in relation to slavery and
human trafficking

decision concerned entrepreneurs’ relief and whether redeemable shares with no
right to a dividend qualified for the relief. Interestingly, in the summary it is made
clear that s989 ITA ‘is apt to produce results which appear unfair.’

3. its due diligence processes in

In reaching its conclusion HMRC expressed sympathy for the taxpayer. It was

relation to slavery and human

stated in the judgment that there ‘will be deserving cases that fail to qualify for

trafficking in its business and

relief, and non-deserving ones that do qualify. Such a definition may enable those

supply chains

who are well-advised to fall within its terms, whilst leaving a trap for the unwary.

4. the parts of its business and supply

There is certainly a case for the legislation to be reviewed to address what may

chains where there is a risk of slavery

understandably be perceived as unfairness in particular cases, of which this is one.

and human trafficking taking place,

That will, however, be a matter for Parliament if it determines that such a change

and the steps it has taken to assess

should be made.’

and manage that risk
5. its effectiveness in ensuring that

The case can be found at bit.ly/ut-0141. You can see other decisions at bit.ly/
gov-trib-dec

slavery and human trafficking is
not taking place in its business or
supply chains, measured against

Tax

ignore these changes. The following
extracts on quarterly updates are from

such performance indicators as it
considers appropriate
6. the training and capacity building

Making Tax Digital

the consultation documents:

HMRC has published another suite of

1. A relevant entity must provide to

about slavery and human trafficking

Making Tax Digital (MTD) requirements.

HMRC update information for a

available to its staff.’

The series of legislative requirements

business, as specified in an update

The guidance also states that the

will put quarterly reporting into tax

notice, in respect of each period of

‘organisation should paint a detailed

legislation. One concerns VAT changes;

picture of all the steps it has taken to

you can comment on these until 12pm

address and remedy modern slavery, and

on 10 November. The September

the effectiveness of all such steps’. You

issue of In Practice asked practitioners

can find examples at bit.ly/msa-guide.

for comments and urged them not to

three months (‘a quarterly period’).
2. Quarterly update means the
provision of information required by
paragraph (1).
3. Each quarterly update must be
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has been shown to work well,

(API). The functions of the compatible

and not before April 2020 at the

software must include:

AB coverage of the 22 November

earliest. This will ensure that there is
time to test the system fully and for

*

keeping records in a digital form as

Budget will be published in our January
2018 issue. The Scottish Budget, which

digital record-keeping to become
more widespread.

*

preserving digital records in

takes place on 14 December, will be

Budget 2017

covered in our February 2018 issue.

*

period to provide their update to
provided by no later than the
quarterly deadline.
4. Quarterly deadline means the date

from this date. This includes the

quarterly update relates.’

obvious purchases and sales but

HMRC’s explanation of the changes

also adjustments. Only the flat-rate

is that ‘it introduces the requirement

scheme and the retail schemes are

for businesses to keep digital records

Businesses will use software to maintain
the digital records of transactions
and, as a result of providing updates
more regularly, will receive tailored
digital prompts and nudges to improve
compliance. In turn, this will help

*

receiving information from

voluntary basis
HMRC via the API platform in
relation to a relevant entity’s

As you will see from the above, the detail

The overview
highlights the
start date of April
2019 and that all
VAT records must
be kept digitally
from this date

has been kept out of the few clauses in
the Finance Bill September 2017. These
clauses are in Part 4, Administration,
avoidance and enforcement, Reporting
and record-keeping (Clause 60, Digital
reporting and record-keeping for income
tax etc; Clause 61, Digital reporting
and record-keeping for income tax etc:
further amendments; and Clause 62,

businesses understand the support that

Digital reporting and record-keeping

the government provides through the

for VAT).

tax system.’
HMRC then comments that the

You can see the Finance Bill
mentioned with reference to specific

September 2017 at bit.ly/finance-

legislative changes will only be on a

requirements. Businesses such as

bill2017, explanatory notes at bit.

voluntary basis and:

those in groups, those under margin

ly/fb2017-notes and the four MTD

*

‘Businesses will not be mandated

schemes (eg motor dealers), those under

documents issued by HMRC at bit.ly/

to use the MTD system until April

the tour operators margin scheme and

mtd-business.

2019 and then only to meet their

those subject to partial exemption may

VAT obligations. This will apply to

be concerned over software availability,

HMRC and also to ACCA at advisory@

businesses with turnover above

as the regulations state the following:

accaglobal.com

*

Please send your comments to

the VAT threshold. Businesses with

‘The regulations will provide that a

turnover below the VAT threshold

business [that] is in scope for MTD must

Probate: free guidance

will not be required to use the

use functional compatible software to

As promised last month, ACCA has

system but can choose to do so,

meet the new requirements.

made available updated versions of

benefiting from a streamlined,

54

*

the regulations.’

well as reducing the amount of tax

clearer view of their tax position in-year.

information digitally
providing HMRC with VAT data on a

compliance with obligations under

and provide quarterly updates. As

MTD for business will give businesses a

the digital records held in
and providing HMRC with this

the start date of April 2019 and that

of the quarterly period to which the

creating a VAT return from
functional compatible software

The MTD VAT overview highlights
all VAT records must be kept digitally

lost through errors in record-keeping,

*

HMRC.’

which is one month after the end

a digital form as required by
the regulations

All businesses will have one month
after the end of their quarterly

required by the regulations

Functional compatible software

the probate factsheets following final

digital experience, to include for

means a software program or set of

application to introduce approved-

income tax.

compatible software programs that

regulator regulatory arrangements

HMRC will not widen the scope of

can connect to HMRC systems via an

for probate activities. They are

MTD beyond VAT before the system

application programming interface

available by request and will be
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free to practitioners who email
supportingpractitioners@accaglobal.
com. Please include your membership
number, firm and ‘probate factsheets’
in the subject line.

Help to Save
The Help-to-Save consultation on the
new regulations has closed. In 2018 the
regulations will provide to individuals
who either receive universal credit
and have minimum weekly household
earnings equivalent to 16 hours at the
national living wage, or receive working
tax credit, a 50% ‘government bonus’
on up to £50 of monthly savings into a
Help-to-Save account. The bonus will be
paid after two years, with savers able to
continue saving for a further two years,
meaning people can save up to £2,400

Engagement letters reflect AML changes

and obtain ‘government bonuses’

In August, all practitioners who had purchased the ACCA engagement letter suite

up to £1,200.

were emailed (to the email address they supplied) with amendments to incorporate
anti-money laundering (AML) regulation changes. The changes were to the terms

Recognising genuine contact
In addition to highlighting fraudulent

and conditions, the letter to prospective client, the timetable and the AML policy.
The email highlighted that the terms and conditions change can be sent out

and scam emails, HMRC highlights

to clients as part of a full set of revised terms or in an email informing clients of

the genuine communications it will

the change. The terms and conditions change inserts new wording, replacing the

send. These always state that HMRC

paragraphs on Money Laundering Regulations 2007 with the Money Laundering

will not request personal or financial

Regulations 2017 ones.

information. The updated list is available
at gov-comm.

The engagement letters also contain a number of pro forma client policies that
practitioners can amend. As stated above, the standard AML policy provided as
part of the engagement letter suite has been replaced to reflect Money Laundering

Law

Regulations 2017. It will be updated again to reflect further final changes to the
current CCAB draft guidance and any changes to ACCA rules.

Article 50
UK government papers published
in advance of formal negotiating

ACCA will email future engagement letter changes to users and will publish
notifications online and in AB and In Practice when changes occur.
The professional bodies engagement letters for tax practitioners is currently being

rounds with the European Union to

reviewed. You can find details of the engagement letter product, updates and how to

inform discussion can be found at bit.

contact ACCA at bit.ly/acca-eng-let.

ly/gov-art50.
You can follow the European
Commission commentary at bit.ly/ec-

the rights of access to accounting

personalise. The guides cover legal,

brexit-neg.

records when a cloud accounting

tax and many business management

system is used. It can be found at bit.ly/

areas. For example, the guide on

acca-tf-access.

internet and email legal issues for

Access to records

businesses provides guidance on

Technical factsheet: Rights of
access to accounting records when

Guides

taking care with your terms and

those records are held by a third

The ACCA suite of business guides

conditions. You can find the guides at

party is available and considers

is free for members to take, use and

bit.ly/ACCA-guides.

AB
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Who pays the piper…
The IASB has long been scrutinised for how it is run. Richard Martin looks at the current
funding model and asks if it is giving its contributors an appropriate level of influence
Comments on the International
Accounting Standards Board’s (IASB)
achievements mostly focus on new and

Where are the board members from?
Number in 2017

Number in 2012
(start of current
chairman’s term)

Number in 2002
(when IASB
established)

Regulators

6

5

4

Preparers

4

3

4

are the people behind this progress,

Investors

1

3

1

and how are they all funded?

Academics

1

0

2

Auditors

1

2

3

IFRS Standards. The table to the right

Europe

4

4

5

shows the backgrounds of current and

Americas

4

5

6

Asia Pacific

4

3

2

Africa

1

1

1

amended standards and on the take
up of International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS Standards) around the
world. Undoubtedly, there has been
progress on both measures, but who

The IASB members are the key
decision-makers in the development of

past IASB members.
Although the individuals rotate,
the total number remains reasonably

IASB members’
background/
location

similar from year to year, at 13 or 14.
In terms of where they were employed

in audit. However, that balance has

before joining the board, there is a

been changing, with a notable increase

balance between those who have been

in regulators and a decline in auditors.

regulators (either standard-setters

Currently, there seems too low a

or securities regulators), preparers

presence of investors, who are the

of financial statements, investors,

ultimate customers for the IFRS financial

academics and those who have worked

statements, with a decline since 2012.

Where does the money come from?
Source

2016

2011

2002

%

%

%

Europe

32

39

34

Americas

7

12

24 (mostly US)

Asia Pacific

30

20

10 (Japan)

Audit firms

31

28

27

Other donations

1

1

5

Publications, etc

20

21

16

£30m

£26m

£14m

Total income

56
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There is a comparable balance in the

Big Five firms (yes, remember Arthur

geographical background. Indeed, the

Andersen?). Since then there have

constitution now specifies the number

been more collective arrangements

of board members from different

organised by the public authorities,

continents. This requirement has led

plus the European Union itself.

to the number of members from Asia

Nevertheless, currently five individual

Pacific rising and the number from the

donors (the EU and the Big Four firms)

US declining.

together provide 35% of the funding

The IASB’s consultation due process

for the IASB.

is meant to ensure voices from all
stakeholders can be heard, but the

Growing interest

ultimate decisions are being taken by

The funding changes seem to mirror the

a group of people dominated by those

interest in IFRS Standards, especially the
ending of US convergence projects and
the diminished probability that an IFRS
option would be offered to US entities.
Equally, greater contributions from

The key
question is
whether financial
contributions give
you influence
at the IASB

Asia Pacific reflect the fact that more
economies in the region are adopting
the standards. The key question is
whether financial contributions give you
influence at the IASB.
Of course, the constitutional
separation of the board and its trustees
is meant to guard against this. But
instinctively one feels there must be
some link, and the dependence on a
few donors doesn’t look right. But the

with a regulatory and standard-setting

evidence above doesn’t really support

background. Investors and auditors

this criticism. The Americas are clearly

seem increasingly under-represented.

getting representation on the board

The total income has been rising,

that is out of step with their financial

but not so much recently (see the table

contribution. The audit firms pay more

left). Again, the balance has been

in, but there are fewer auditors on

changing, with a significant decline in

the board.

contributions from the Americas, and

The IFRS Foundation trustees have

increasing proportions coming from

more work to do on balancing the

Asia Pacific and the large audit firms.

board membership, and on spreading

Europe remains the largest source of

the financial burden.

AB

funding. Looking more closely, the
2002 contributions were mostly from

Richard Martin, ACCA’s head of

individual corporations, as well as the

corporate reporting
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Target audience
The diverted profits tax has existed for more than two years, but has it achieved what it
was created to do or is it just being used to boost Treasury coffers and settle old claims?
Back in 2015, the then chancellor
George Osborne launched his latest

DPT timeline

weapon in tackling tax avoidance.

*

Dubbed the ‘Google tax’, the diverted

their profits out of the UK through
‘contrived arrangements’. The tax
imposes a 25% rate on such profits,
rather than the lower standard rate of
corporation tax, which currently stands
at 19%. At the time, it was argued
that the tax would affect very few

notify HMRC of the fact. That notification is required within three months of the
end of their accounting period.

profits tax (DPT) was intended to deter
large multinational groups from shifting

Companies that consider they may be within the charge to DPT are required to

*

Following notification, HMRC has two years from the end of the relevant

*
*
*
*
*

The company then has 30 days to respond to the preliminary notice.

accounting period to issue a preliminary notice.
HMRC then has 30 days to issue a charging notice specifying the DPT payable.
The company then has 30 days to pay the DPT.
No appeal is permitted for 12 months from the date on which the DPT was due.
Any appeal must be made between the date falling (a) 12 months after the DPT
was due, and (b) 12 months and 30 days from the date the DPT was due.

companies. As its nickname implies,

CPD

it was aimed at, among others, large
technology companies that were able

Companies have to notify HMRC if

to structure themselves so they paid

they believe they have arrangements

minimal tax in the UK.

that potentially fall into the DPT’s

But that was 2015. Two years on and

scope. In 2015/16, HMRC received 48

HMRC has revealed how much tax

such notices, but this figure trebled

has been raised through the DPT, how

in 2016/17, reaching 145. Following

many notices to pay have been issued

notification, there is a strict, and tight,

and how much has been added to the

timetable (see box). The key point,

corporation tax yield by any consequent

however, is that once a charging

change in behaviour. The figures make

notice has been issued, companies

for interesting reading.

are required to pay within 30 days. It

According to HMRC, the anticipated

is, as ACCA’s head of tax Chas Roy-

Exchequer impact of DPT at the 2015

Chowdhury describes it, ‘like transfer

Budget was £25m in 2015/16 and

pricing, but on steroids’.

£275m in 2016/17. The actual figures
are a remarkably similar – £31m and

Taking the money

£281m, respectively. These include

‘Most businesses have tried to structure

the subsequent uplift in corporation

themselves so that they are not caught,

tax raised from those groups that

so there needs to be thought given

declared increased UK profits rather

to how this cashflow is being taken

than risk paying the higher-rate DPT.

off businesses,’ Roy-Chowdhury says.

That said, the amount raised from the

‘With transfer pricing, companies will

first issue of DPT charging notices (14

have their files ready in case there is a

such notices were issued in 2016/17)

challenge, but with DPT the paperwork

came in at £138m.

needs to be ready upfront.’

But to see the full picture, one needs
to understand how the system works.

58

And as law firm Norton Rose Fulbright
points out in a recent client briefing
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note, it is expected that groups with

receiving end of payment demands.

were reassuring noises that it would
apply to a handful of companies, but

ongoing transfer pricing (TP) disputes

It is little wonder, then, that some tax

are particularly at risk of receiving DPT

experts feel HMRC’s approach could be

we are seeing it used more widely

notices. This could impose considerable

described as ‘aggressive’. As Heather

now. Transfer pricing is never an exact

pressure on companies to settle such

Self, tax partner at international law firm

science, but it is evident that DPT is

disputes prior to their DPT deadlines.

Pinsent Masons, says: ‘The DPT was

being used as a lever. Is this legitimate?

And as if to prove this point, the HMRC

a pre-election move. Back then there

That is hard to say.’
Self adds that the mechanics of the

figures show that revenue from TP
settlements has risen from £1bn to

DPT system, where there is a ‘pay

£1.6bn over the last two years.

first, argue later’ approach, creates
an incentive for corporates to reach a

The DPT deadlines themselves are
also expected to create a flurry of
notices in the near future. We have
already seen drinks giant Diageo reveal
that it is subject to a DPT notice to
the tune of £107m. As the two-year
notification deadline approaches for
December year ends, a host of other
companies are also expected to declare
they have found themselves on the

A host of other
companies are also
expected to declare
they have found
themselves on the
receiving end of
payment demands

settlement over transfer pricing disputes
with HMRC sooner rather than later,
especially with the two-year deadline
fast approaching for many companies.
‘HMRC’s track record of winning
avoidance cases is very good, but
these have been mainly about artificial
schemes. However, I think HMRC is now
using DPT to attack transactions that
have substance,’ Self observes.

CPD

Too aggressive
Roy-Chowdhury agrees that there
appears to be a more aggressive
approach than expected. ‘First, this is
a new measure, so HMRC shouldn’t
be jumping on companies like this,
but secondly, HMRC is getting the
people and resources to look at these
companies, which is perhaps why
there hasn’t been a soft landing. I
would urge HMRC to row back and
think about the impact.’
However, despite attempts to
challenge the whole process – a high
court recently rejected Glencore
Energy’s application for judicial review
of a DPT charging notice – more notices
are expected, which could well lead to a
change in corporate structuring as well
as a boost to the Treasury’s coffers.

AB

Phil Smith, journalist
More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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The view from
Morlai Kargbo FCCA, founder and managing director of
Moracle, and passionate advocate for ACCA

US$17.4
trillion

When I was a student in

we have over 80 clients, with

Total market capitalisation of the PwC

Sierra Leone there were

60% in the charity/not-for-

Global Top 100, up 12% from 2016 and

no lecturers teaching the

profit sector.

a record high, with the US extending its

ACCA Qualification at the

leading position with 55 companies and

professional level. I was

Two years later I

the UK in third place with five.

fortunate that my cousin –

established Moracle

Source: PwC

now Sierra Leone’s finance

Foundation. I felt it was

minister – sponsored me to

an injustice that many
aspiring accountants struggled to find

BDO
Bakerwins
TillyMitie
losesaudit
to FRC

work because of a lack of relevant

Baker Tillyoutsourcing
Troubled
has failed incontractor
its application
Mitie

Due to a civil war at the time, I was

practical experience. We train and

for judicial
has
appointed
review
BDO
of as
a Financial
its new auditor.

unable to return to Sierra Leone.

advise accountancy graduates and

Reporting
The
company
Council
said: (FRC)
‘The board
decision
hasto

Initially, it was challenging to find

undergraduates from disadvantaged

pursue acarried
recently
formal out
complaint
a competitive
against

accounting related work in the UK. My

backgrounds and help them find the

the firm.process
tender
The court
for the
heldprovision
that the of
FRC
audit

break came when I began volunteering

right placement to further their careers.

had conducted
services
and, as its
a result,
assessment
Deloitte
of LLP
the has

for a small practice. I quickly proved

Over 60 people have come through our

complaintascorrectly.
resigned
Mitie’s auditor
However,
withthe
effect
Court

myself and became a manager. The

doors since 2010.

of Appeal
from
19 September
decided that
2017,
the
and
FRC
theshould
board

come to London and finish my studies.

practice grew rapidly and later merged

clarify
has
appointed
its wording
BDO
onLLP
what
toconstitutes
fill the casual

with a medium-sized firm and one of

Apprenticeships provide modern

‘non-trivial
vacancy
until
failure’
Mitie’sand
next
‘misconduct’.
annual general

the leading practices within the charity

opportunities for young people.

The case in
meeting,
arose
2018,
from
when
a complaint
shareholders
by the

sector in the UK – Haysmacintyre.

I’m pleased to see ACCA offering

FRChave
will
regarding
the opportunity
to Baker Tilly’s
to vote
2007
on audit

accountancy apprenticeships and

of theappointment.’
their
Tanfield Group.
TheBaker
mid-tier
Tillyfirms
signed

In 2008, after 12 years at Haysmacintyre

believe these will provide a path into the

an unqualified
won
another victory
audit when
of theSports
group,Direct
but

as an audit manager, I started my own

workplace for many youngsters. Moracle

doubts were Grant
reappointed
later cast
Thornton.
on the value of

practice. I knew I had enough practical

has partnered with Haringey Council

goodwill on the accounts of an acquired

experience, but in reality running your

to provide training and help it build

company,
Snorkel.talent
EY
targets

own business is a whole new challenge.

capacity within the local voluntary sector.

EY has launched a new global career

I’m a passionate advocate for ACCA.

management
to strengthen
Public service model
outsourcing
contractor

When I visit local colleges it helps

its
workforce
skills base.
Its LEAD
Mitie
has launched
a tender
exercise

students see real examples of who

programme
uses digital
platforms
to replace existing
auditor
Deloitte,

an accountant is and what we do. I’m

to
assistaits
250,000
people
to gain
ending
30-year
audit
relationship.

proud to be chair of ACCA’s North

knowledge
and skills.
Mark
Weinberger,
Mitie announced
a £58m
loss
in the

London Network Panel. You can’t effect

EY
chairman
and CEO,
‘EY
yearglobal
ending
March after
takingsaid:
an £88m

change from the outside. Contributing

is
transforming
its approach
to talent
write-down
following
an external
review

to ACCA’s future has been a big

development
withpolicies.
the introduction
of its accounting
The company

learning curve for me.

of
LEAD
and giving
people
made
a £92m
profit more
last year.
Boththe
Mitie

The early stages were hard, but today

I felt it was an
injustice that
many aspiring
accountants
struggled to find
work because of
a lack of relevant
experience

AB

development
and performance
Mitie splits
from Deloitte

opportunity
developto“hot”
skills, Pret
and Deloitteto
declined
comment.

Well informed?

particularly
we changing
use more its
complex
A Manger isasalso
auditor:

Visit bit.ly/ACCA-in-practice for
resources and information for ACCA
members in practice

data
analytics
and
KPMG
resigned
theintroduce
contract robotics
in advance
and
intelligence.’
of anartificial
expected
New York IPO.
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The blame game
Personality clashes, profit-sharing wrangles and incompatible ambitions can ultimately
ruin a firm. Derek Smith looks at the causes of – and solutions to – partner disputes
Partner disputes seem to be a growing

business partners or the members of

risk for firms. This may in part reflect

a firm disagree over operational or

the challenging times that professional

financial decisions. Whereas many

disputes to arise when partners leave

service firms are experiencing.

business vehicles have a clear hierarchy

the firm and the offer made to them,

Whatever the reason, they can be very

as to who has the final say, the apparent

which is not sufficiently codified, falls

damaging in their impact, disrupting

equality of a partnership can make it a

short of their expectations. This is even

business, damaging reputations and

more complex area.

more likely to be an issue if a partner’s

Money and people

The expectations of those involved

does not determine who is right, only

The issues that give rise to disputes are

can vary widely. In one case, a firm’s

who is left. All too often partnership

more often than not related to finance

retiring (and founding) partner thought

disputes serve only to destroy or

or behaviour.

he should be paid six times more

damage firms, and there is no real victor
(save the lawyers, if they are involved).
A common feature of disputes is that

Financial disputes frequently concern

than he actually received. His ultimate

the rights of individuals to revenue and

payout barely covered the legal costs

capital returns – in effect, the question

he incurred in taking his case to court.

all the protagonists firmly believe they

of reward. There is often a lack of clarity

are in the right. There is often a strange

as to how profits are to be shared and

behavioural issues – often involving

dichotomy in that the views of partners

who is entitled to any capital value

alcohol, drugs, gambling or

in whom the aggressors have placed

within the firm. Where profit sharing is

‘uncontrolled libido’ – partners are

great trust and whose judgment they

the issue, firms often find themselves

unwise to assume that the issues will

have always relied on are suddenly

in a zero-sum game: profits are not

resolve themselves.

deemed to lack any wisdom when it

increasing sufficiently to enable those

comes to the issues at stake.

who have been partners for less time

parties involved having entirely different

to capture incremental increases unless

ambitions for the firm (as economists

Partner disputes can arise when

62

It is also common for financial

exit has not been their own decision.

incurring significant costs.
Bertrand Russell once said that war

more senior partners lose out.

Where disputes arise because of

Other behavioural issues include
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would put it, they no longer share ‘goal

simply the question of relationships,

in relationships, extra-marital or

congruence’). People’s aspirations and

which for one reason or another become

otherwise, with members of the firm’s

ambitions change over time, as may the

damaged. The partners’ goals diverge

team or clients. Nepotism is also

composition of the partnership itself.

and become incompatible. They end up

an issue – the hiring of relatives can

with different visions for the direction of

trigger major tensions and disputes.

Discord built-in

the firm or their exit strategies. These

A number of common characteristics

problems can be exacerbated if the

Prevention better than cure

tend to make disputes inevitable.

profit-sharing systems are not geared

Identifying the potential pitfalls makes

One is where there is no written

it that much easier to avoid them. The

agreement to address issues, or only

first stage in this prevention process

a poorly crafted one that fails to give
guidance on the areas of dispute. Often
there is no established procedure for
dispute resolution, save the potentially
expensive alternative of formal
arbitration. Written agreements need to
be clear on the rights and obligations
of partners, and explicitly define the
governance structures of the firm.
Personality can be another problem.
Dynamic leaders (usually the founding

The views of
partners in whom
the aggressors
have placed great
trust are suddenly
deemed to lack any
widsom when it
comes to a dispute

partners) can be overly autocratic;

is to ensure that written agreements
are in place setting out the rights
and obligations of the partners and
covering all the scenarios described
above. Governance structures and
reward systems should also be able to
withstand changing circumstances.
It is helpful to consider safeguards
against disputes arising from internal
relationships and between partners or
team members, and to protect against
potential nepotism.

they may also believe their opinion

Of equal significance is the need to

carries more weight than that of fellow

to variations in ambition. The problem

ensure a common vision, mission and

partners, or value their own contribution

gets worse if the contributions of the

value-set for the organisation and

to the success of the firm more highly

individuals vary significantly.

that disagreements are resolved

than the open market does. In such

Behavioural conflicts become

before too much time passes and

cases, it is worth pointing out that just

particularly complex in the case of a

because something cost a lot of money

husband and wife partnership where

does not necessarily mean it is an asset.

the marriage hits problems, or where

averted simply by addressing issues as

partners have become involved

they arise. A robust partner review and

Another common characteristic is

schisms develop.
Often, some problems can be

development system can help here.
Finally, do not overlook the value
of third-party assistance in all these
areas. Often an objective third party
can bring sanity to a situation that
could be avoided or otherwise
spiral out of control, at great
financial and emotional cost to
all concerned.

AB

Derek Smith is a senior
consultant at Foulger
Underwood Associates
More information
ACCA UK is running a member event
on 23 November on this issue. Visit
bit.ly/ACCA-complaints-event
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Phoenix from the flames
When Barnsley-based practice GBAC suffered a fire last year, its disaster recovery plan
kicked in. Some elements went well, others less so. Geoff Britton and Andy Boyle explain
Not long before bonfire night last year,

Within an hour our office was under

fire all of its own. Our conflagration

water, partially collapsed and smoke-

was caused by a build up of debris

damaged. A bureaucrat from the fire

in an extractor fan, which set light

service appeared, demanding to see our

to the 17th-century timbers in the

written Evacuation Method Statement.

space above the ceiling of our office.

It was under several feet of water and

I should say at this point that no one

debris. Fortunately all our equipment

was injured. However, it was some

and alarm-testing paperwork was in

time before we realised it was going

order, but it’s wise to think about where

on (leaping flames were being admired

all this should be stored.

by a crowd outside without anyone

We made sure we immediately

thinking to check if those inside were

secured the site against unwelcome

aware), and, in any case, no one is ever

human scavengers. Confidential

really prepared for these events. But

documents were no longer under

we have learned some valuable lessons

the protection of conventional lock,

from it that may be of use to others.

key and alarm. Fortunately, we had a

A quick escape is vital; our roof

64

unusually timed alarm must be serious.

our firm, GBAC, suffered a dramatic

longstanding relationship with a local

collapsed three minutes after the

builder, who arrived immediately,

building was evacuated. Frequent fire

arranged round-the-clock, manned

drills can cause apathy, but if they are

security and made the building safe.

held at the same time, staff will know an

Site cabins, storage containers, security

Timescales for recovery

*
*

We noticed the fire after 10 minutes

*

We contacted the IT and insurance

*

Our phones were diverted to a

*

We set up virtual reception in staff

*

We viewed temporary offices and

*

We got our servers back up and

*

The servers were back to full

*

We had rebuilt, refurbished and

The building was evacuated within
two minutes
companies within two minutes
contact centre by 9am the next day
dining room within 24 hours
chose one within 24 hours
running within three working days,
plus two days over the weekend
working order within four months
moved back into office after eight
months.
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underway, we turned our attention to

Leaping flames
were being admired
by a crowd outside
without anyone
thinking to check
if those inside
were aware

our insurance. Our broker is another

Lessons learned

longstanding client and their help

*

with complex claims in respect of the

Have a team to be proud of:
responding as ‘a family’ and

property rebuild, contents replacement,

supporting one another is hugely

IT and telecoms losses, and business

important. We now place even more

interruption was invaluable. It’s essential

value on communication, social

to keep complete records of all

activities and team-building.

expenditure relating to the replacement
of what has been lost in anticipation of

*

an inevitable, robust audit.

Have preparations in place to
be ready to work ‘any time, any
place, anywhere, on any device’.

Our IT system turned out to be far

Miraculously we didn’t lose a

less efficient under disaster recovery

single paper file, but the whole

conditions than we had been led

lot could have gone up in smoke.

fencing, temporary utilities, scaffolding,

to believe. But, on balance, we are

Cloud-based software worked

safety signs, etc arrived within 24 hours.

pleased with how we have come out of

for us. However, our server-based

At the same time, we contacted our

the disaster. Not only are we proud of

software presented problems. We

IT provider to give them access to our

how we managed, we also now have

have addressed this with our new IT

systems and check for potential data

improved office equipment and state-of-

providers. Many of our people have

loss. They also moved our servers to

the-art premises. We have also come to

since changed the way they work

a data centre so they could continue

appreciate just how strong our team is.

and some services have become

to service us and so we could work
remotely from the office.
We managed to find same-floor

We have emerged like a phoenix
from the flames. During the recovery
process we were forced to change the

entirely paperless.

*

Work on the business, not just in
it: we say this to our clients all the

serviced offices in a business centre 10

way we thought about the business

time, but we didn’t necessarily

minutes’ walk from our unusable office.

and examined the habits we had

practise what we preached. Time

Telephones were rerouted and office

formed. We now think differently

invested in people and processes is

equipment hired. We moved in after

about how we share responsibilities;

time well spent.

three days. A banner with details of

we involve the team and hold weekly

where we had gone was attached to our

senior manager catch-ups to drive

damaged building.

progress and make rapid decisions.

nothing short of transformational.

As well as our staff, one of our most

We have made more progress in our

We all hope never to be faced with

important duties is to our clients. So our

drive for Platinum Investors in People,

such a disaster, but you’ll sleep better at

secretarial staff made sure they swiftly

service design projects, marketing

night knowing you have your ducks in a

informed them of events, and updated

strategy and technology development

row. Our advice? Don’t wait for a fire.

suppliers and other networks.

in the 12 months since the fire than in

With the immediate duties

the preceding five years. It has been

Geoff Britton and Andy Boyle,
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£1bn

The view from
Elaine Boyd FCCA, assistant director of Audit Scotland,
keen traveller and supporter of Riding for the Disabled
Every day is busy and

I started my career in

varied, and that’s one of the

private practice, but

things I love about my job. I

my passion for good

Potential bill for urgent repairs at

work between our Glasgow

public services has

NHS hospitals

and Edinburgh offices,

kept me motivated to

Source: NHS Digital

and at public bodies. I am

do the best I can. My

currently assistant director

experience of working in

Services under pressure

of quality, responsible for

the NHS for seven years

leading a review of audit quality. I report

has strengthened this. And my ability

Ninety per cent of local authorities have

to the assistant auditor general but

not to let my disability get in the way of

been able to maintain service standards

work with colleagues across financial,

my career (or anything else) has been

despite budget cuts, according to

performance and best-value audits on

most helpful.

analysis by the Institute for Fiscal Studies

quality matters.

of surveys conducted by the Local

My biggest professional achievement

Government Information Unit and PwC.

Scotland’s public sector faces

has been developing and maintaining

However, only one in three councils

significant changes. There are

good professional relationships even

believes it will be able to continue to

the new financial powers for the

when I have difficult messages to

do so in the period until 2020 and a

Scottish parliament, as well as Brexit,

deliver. Being guest speaker at the

mere one in six for the period until 2022.

demographic shifts and digital

Annual Women of Scotland lunch on

Two-thirds of councils say they find it

innovation. All of this is set against a

behalf of Bobath Scotland – which

impossible to calculate whether they will

backdrop of reduced resources.

supports people with cerebral palsy –
was incredibly daunting. I put my audit

gain from the introduction and expansion
External auditors are often perceived

skills to good use and described the

as inspectors. In some respects this

situation, identified the challenges and

is true, but I would like to see more

risks, then offered potential solutions

Liverpool chief executive Ged Fitzgerald

recognition of the value we add to

and recommendations.

has been suspended while a fraud

public services through balanced

investigation is undertaken. Fitzgerald

reporting and risk identification.

of the business rates retention scheme.

Liverpool suspends CEO

My advice to others in the profession

was one of four people arrested in May

who are just starting out is ‘go for

over allegations of financial irregularities

it’. Get a variety of experience, as it

at Lancashire County Council, where

gives you both an interesting career
and lots of knowledge to draw on. It’s

he was previously chief executive,
concerning the tendering of a £5m
contract with One Connect, a joint
venture between the council and BT. A
Liverpool City Council spokesman said:
‘We must stress this is a neutral act to
allow an independent investigation into
issues, including potential reputational
impacts on the city council at the current
time, to proceed.’

External auditors
are often perceived
as inspectors. But
I would like to see
more recognition of
the value we add to
public services

not as geeky as my teenage daughter
thinks, honestly!
I like to travel with my husband and
daughter, experiencing different
cultures. My Thursday evenings are
spent at Glasgow’s Riding for the
Disabled Centre. After 30 years of
riding, my sense of direction is still a
work in progress, but I love it.
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Pro patria mori
Behind the scenes at the Commonwealth War Graves Commission, three ACCA
members are helping to ensure a lasting tribute to those who died in two world wars
Princes, poets and politicians try to

a change in the CWGC’s approach to

Many staff members have been

describe the horror of war in words.

the running of its finance and business

in post for many years – sometimes

But one of the most effective and

functions. For most of its history –

decades – and have worked only for

eloquent testaments to the human

until 2010 – the CWGC worked on

the CWGC. So the arrival of qualified

cost of conflict lies in the ongoing

cash accounting. Jamison says: ‘That

accountants represents a change in the

work of Commonwealth War Graves

system made sense at one time, but

culture, but one that’s working. Elkins

Commission (CWGC).

it became necessary to modernise.’

says: ‘We’ve built up relationships with

Changes introduced included a system

people and they come and ask us for

CWGC commemorates almost 1.7m

upgrade, a revised coding structure and

advice and help. This is an organisation

members of Commonwealth forces who

budgeting and forecasting procedures,

with a high level of co-operation. It is

gave their lives in the two world wars.

as well as preparation of the financial

good for us because it contributes to a

The public face of the commission can

accounts under the charities SORP.

real variety in our roles.’

Marking its centenary this year, the

The beautiful grounds at Brookwood

be seen in the cemeteries, burial plots
and memorials it maintains, but behind
the scenes three ACCA members form

i

testify that horticulture and gardeners

Basics

are a significant cost for the CWGC.
Less obvious is the increasing expense

part of the team helping to ensure a
lasting tribute to those who died across

1.7m

of maintaining the memorials. ‘Age

the world.

The number of men and women of

shall not weary them,’ wrote the poet

Commonwealth forces who died in the

Laurence Binyon of the war dead, but

two world wars

their graves are not exempt from the

Meeting with Accounting and
Business at the Brookwood Military

passage of time.

Cemetery in Surrey, three ACCA
members – Karen Jamison (head of

23,000 sites, 150+ countries

management accounts), Lisa Elkins

The extent of CWGC’s geographical

Shift to conservation

(finance manager, head office) and

responsibilities

Faced with ageing memorials, Jamison

Eleanor Sawyer (finance manager, UK

says the CWGC has changed its

and Northern area) – who have all

Six continents

approach to maintenance and repair.

joined the CWGC from commercial

Antarctica is the only continent where

Gravestones and memorials used to

roles in the last few years, talked about

the CWGC does not have a presence

be replaced when worn or damaged

their contribution to the CWGC’s work
(see ‘Who does what’ box, page 70).
The commission’s work is determined
by the Royal Charter of 1917. Just

but now the strategy is to conserve.

994 football pitches

Jamison says: ‘We manage the way they

The equivalent of ground area

age to preserve them better.’

maintained by the CWGC

as important as the upkeep of the

For instance, headstones would
be routinely replaced if they had

physical monument is the work of the

850 gardeners

suffered damage or could not be

archivists and record-keepers who

The CWGC employs significant staff

read from two metres away. Instead of

maintain information on those who lost

to ensure the upkeep of its sites

automatically producing replacement

their lives, notably the location of their

grave stones at its production unit in

grave or the memorial if the grave is

20 miles

France, CWGC started to use skilled

not known.

You are never further than this from

workers to repair and re-engrave on

a war grave on the UK mainland

site. Under the old system, headstone

The increasing presence of finance
professionals over recent years reflects

production had increased to 22,000 a
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Who does what

year but this has now fallen to 6,000,

Six nations account for the bulk of

with a commensurate decrease in cost.

income, contributing in proportion to

Karen Jamison, head

Elkins, who is in charge of headstone

the number of their graves. The share

of management

stock control, says: ‘We have had a

is: UK 79%, Canada 10%, Australia 6%,

accounts. Has been

general move towards conservation and

New Zealand and South Africa just over

with the Commission

reusing the original materials as much as

2% each and India 1.2%. Other income

five years; oversees

possible in, for instance, repairing walls.’

is from grants, legacies and investments.

global budgeting and

The CWGC is also seeking other

forecasting and monthly management

sources of funding. For example it has

Commonwealth influence

reporting and has recently taken over

been awarded a €3.9m grant from the

The Commonwealth influence is strong

responsibility for payroll from HR. She

Flemish government for repairs to sites

in the governance of the organisation.

reports to the director of resources.

in that country over the next few years.

The High Commissioners – senior

After other roles, she settled on

Conservation does produce

diplomats – from those Commonwealth

accountancy. Of her ACCA Qualification,

challenges: Sawyer recently attended a

countries to the UK are CWGC

she says: ‘I enjoy accountancy – the

meeting in Runnymede, Surrey, where

commissioners. The chairman is the UK

qualification is so much more than the

the roof of the RAF memorial is being

secretary of state for defence, currently

numbers – it gives people knowledge

repaired. ‘We needed a copper welder

Sir Michael Fallon. The vice-chairman

to be senior managers in broad-based

to take off and replace the lightning

acts as the de facto operational

roles. It is important to work for an

conductor,’ she says. ‘Finding those

chairman and is currently vice-admiral

organisation that interests you.’

specialists skills – such as stonemasons

Sir Tim Laurence. The Duke of Kent has

– can be a challenge. To fill shortages

been the president since 1970.

Lisa Elkins, finance

we are looking to retrain current staff.’

The board of commissioners is

manager, head office.

As well as giving opportunities to staff,

supported by a number of committees

In post four years;

using direct labour rather than outside

responsible for detailed scrutiny in

focuses on head office

contractors helps with efficiency savings.

areas including audit and risk, finance

forecasting, budgeting

Sawyer: ‘The staff love the challenge of

and remuneration. For the finance

and management

working on the big, famous structures

committee, Jamison has helped

and it often helps with costings as well.’

prepare a detailed paper setting out

accounting; duties include accounting
for CWGC’s endowment fund; reports

Attending offsite meetings with

the efficiencies the organisation has

to Karen Jamison. Of ACCA she says:

contractors and project management

achieved, with the commissioners

‘Previously I used my qualification to

colleagues is useful, says Sawyer.

seeing an overview.

help my husband set up his business.

‘Seeing the site helps you to understand

You have business and finance

why projects costs may increase.’ From

quarterly to see if cost savings need to

knowledge, which you sometimes think

talking to the gardening staff it became

be redeployed and to react to changing

everyone knows but they don’t. It helps

clear why the spend on roses was so

circumstances. The CWGC works with

every day.’

high: deer love eating them. This led

The finance team revisits budgets

to a jointly-devised project to improve
Eleanor Sawyer,

fencing. Bad news for the deer, but a

finance manager,

good year for the roses.

UK and Northern.

The CWGC’s annual budget is around

In post three years.

£70m, with below-inflation increases

Reports to head of UK

over the last few years. This means

and Northern area of

the CWGC has to bridge the gap

operations. Of her ACCA Qualification

by focusing on value-for-money and

Sawyer says: ‘It’s not just the accounting

efficiencies exercises. ‘We’re never

knowledge; it’s understanding elements

complacent,’ says Jamison. ‘We have

such as control process, audit and the

to carry out our duties as laid out in the

need for transparency.’

Charter but that doesn’t mean we can’t

The CWGC works
in countries that
commercial entities
would write off as
too dangerous, such
as maintaining the
war cemetery in
Basra, Iraq

find different ways of doing things.’
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a small contingency of 1% of budget,

once people realise they ensure

but the unexpected does happen: two

money has been spent correctly.’

years ago a wall in Sierra Leone, which

The CWGC’s approach is to
conserve rather than replace
gravestones and memorials

Equally important is sharing

had previously been destroyed by the

information with non-finance

are passionate about their work. They

sea, was washed away by flood water.

colleagues. Discussing budgets and

exchange stories of people they have

income and expenditure statements

met from across the world looking for

communication within the finance

ensures involvement and buy-in and

the memorials of family or friends. It’s a

team, with information flows over items

that everyone knows what is happening.

commitment they share.

renegotiations helping to feed into the

Danger zones

been around for 100 years, you may

changing shape of the finances.

Jamison praises the good

Jamison says: ‘With CWGC having

such as project delays, and contract
Not every location is as peaceful as

think “what could change?” But we

The three ACCA members agree

Brookwood. The CWGC works in

constantly see new challenges. Looking

that one of their biggest challenges is

countries that commercial entities

at a spreadsheet you do sometimes

educating and training the organisation.

would simply write off as too difficult

forget, as you’re stuck in the day-to-

They spend time explaining the

or too dangerous: maintaining the

day. Then you look at the ceremony

need for changes in accounting and

war cemetery in Basra, Iraq, is one

to commemorate the centenary of

controls and procedures in order

such example, and CWGC still has

the battle of Passchendaele and it

to provide the commissioners with

contractors in Syria looking after a

is all happening in our sites. Then

acceptable assurance. For instance,

1,000-grave cemetery in Damascus.

you realise you’re contributing to

the CWGC first introduced a purchase

With their background in commercial

order system three years ago.

roles, the three ACCA members

Jamison says: ‘Changes are accepted

agree that their CWGC colleagues

something much bigger.’

AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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Back to basics
In the latest in our series of ‘all you needed to know but were too afraid to ask’,
we look at what data analytics really is and how it can help your business
Hands up if your business has too

and identify trends, which would help

on customers, stock levels, factories’

little data? Almost all businesses

turn it into useful information so that

output); they’re also analysing data from

have the opposite problem. Most

the business can take some actions and

outside their business – for example,

organisations now produce more data

make some decisions against it,’ says

the consumer price index and public

than they can track or make sense of.

Srini Raghunathan, senior manager

consumption; or trends in exchange

in the finance consulting team at

rates and debt.

The figures are mind-boggling.
According to IBM, we create 2.5

accounting firm Deloitte. Analytics is

quintillion bytes of data each day.

about ‘having more data than you’ve

Need for speed

Ninety-per cent of data in the world now

ever had and understanding what it’s

Also, companies want their finance

has been created in the last two years.

telling you’, he says.

staff to analyse data faster. Previously,

And with the growth of new sensors

in the cloud − where computing power

to wait until the end of the reporting

Internet of Things), this will almost

can be cheaper and easier to adjust

period when the books were closed

certainly accelerate.

up or down and access remotely via a

to understand how they had done –

tablet, smartphone or other device. But

how various product segments were

(emails, messaging apps such

why do companies need to buy new

performing and what sales figures

as WhatsApp, Twitter, electronic

software to analyse data and not just

looked like. Now, companies can

documents, photos and audio files) and

use the software they already have, such

use analytics and cloud computing

therefore harder to collect and organise.

as enterprise resource planning (ERP) or

to analyse daily or even hourly sales,

financial software?

profit margins, spending and other

It’s no surprise then that the market
for data analytics technology is growing

Suppliers and experts claim that data

performance measures.

faster than the overall IT market.

analytics can analyse data faster than

Companies want technology that can

ERP and other business software, as well

finance staff are using analytics in two

help them make better decisions and

as being better at making predictions.

main ways: to automate data analysis

understand the vast amount of data
they are churning out.
What is busines and data analytics
(BDA) and how are how are businesses

‘The scope of data that companies are

amounts of data. Analytics software
can help businesses spot trends
in their industry and the economy,
understand customers, make complex
subjects easier to understand through
interactive graphics (visualisation)
− and work out how their business
would cope in different scenarios
(modelling).
‘Data analytics in its simplest form

that used to be done by humans, and
to provide more strategic business

says. They’re no longer just collecting

advice (for example, the pros and cons

and analysing internal data (information

of mergers and acquisitions, researching
new products or markets, etc).

BDA is technology that enables
organisations to analyse large

Management accounts and other

looking at is changing,’ Raghunathan

using it to work smarter and grow?

Companies are also using analytics

‘Data analytics
is about having
more data
than you’ve
ever had and
understanding
what it’s
telling you’

is an ability to try and look at the data

72

businesses had the luxury of being able

and devices linked to the internet (the

Much of the data is unstructured

CPD

Data analytics technology is often run

to improve planning, budgeting and
forecasting. The technology can
analyse five or 10 years of a company’s
accounts and work out what
factors (global economic changes,
unforeseen events or a dispute with
a supplier) could cause it to bust
its budget.
So is the software effective? Some
suppliers are vague about whether
their software is proven to create a
return on investment, while others
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Technology increasingly enables
companies to access a wealth of
information about their business

example, the CFO of a company
that makes logistics software used
data analytics software from Peak to
categorise customers by how profitable
to the company they were and the cost
of acquiring them, and to look at how to

CPD

Big data, big business
say early evidence is promising. For

*
*

Global revenue from BDA will grow 12.4% to US$150.8bn this year.

*

The US is the largest market for BDA solutions at US$78.8bn this year, followed

*

Companies with fewer than 1,000 employees are nearly 10% more likely to view

Commercial purchases of BDA-related hardware, software and services are
expected to reach US$210bn by 2020.
by Western Europe (US$34.1bn) and Asia Pacific excluding Japan (US$13.6bn).
data as a strategic differentiator than large enterprises.

get more profitable customers. In three
months, the company got a return on
investment of nearly 300%, claims Peak.

The software helped improve efficiency

Of course, like any software, to get

and cut costs, including savings of

full value from analytics, a finance or IT

monthly sales (expected to rise to 15% by

£200,000 for the finance department in

director needs to understand what affects

the end of the year), a cut in marketing

the first week of use, according to the

their company’s costs, profits and sales.

costs, a reduction in customer churn

supplier Zizo. The savings came in part

and an increase in profit per customer.

from analysing contracts faster, in real

hyped, and finance professionals may get

The CFO has also been able to measure

time, which was useful for sales staff.

tired of the sales pitches from suppliers,

This return included a 5% increase in

the performance of the company’s
marketing.

Staff in the finance department used
the software to introduce activity-based

Another logistics company (based

costing − a technique that estimates the

in the UK, with about 4,500 employees

cost of a product or service based on the

and over 30,000 customers) used

resources it consumes. By analysing data,

analytics to analyse two billion items

and looking at business processes, the

of data, extracted from over 20 IT

department changed the sales process

systems ncluding billing, sales ledgers

from focusing on sales to focusing on

and ERP.

profit, Zizo says.

Analytics software may have been over-

but as the technology is refined, it could
make their job more rewarding. AB
Nick Huber, journalist
More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Tomorrow’s MBA today
Business schools wanting to draw in the best students are reshaping their syllabuses
and teaching methods to connect with a whole new student profile – Generation Z

74

these expectations are.

schools across all regions, but

Business schools around the

This new army of digital

world have been overhauling

natives, which has not known

their offerings to engage

a world without digital

concern. A recent survey

millennials, but the arrival

technology, brings with it

from the Association of MBAs

market trends are disrupting

of Generation Z – those

a new set of expectations.

and Parthenon-EY found that

every single industry, and

currently aged between 13

If business schools want to

being innovative and creative

higher education is no

and 21 – presents an entirely

attract the best students,

in MBA delivery was a major

exception,’ says Ignacio

new set of challenges.

they need to learn what

challenge for business

Gafo, professor of marketing

It’s a widely recognised

particularly in the Americas.
‘Technology and new
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and vice dean of IE’s

School. ‘Today’s MBA

Business School’s global and

students are interested

Top four MBA trends

executive MBA programmes.

in business doing good,

‘Actually, advances in

adding to society, rather

*

technology combined with

than just the bottom line.’

the new customer profile

To address this, he says,

have fostered changes and

the business school has

the need to reinvent how we

created a number of new

business expertise to real-life situations in preparation for

manage higher education. If

approaches. These include

leadership roles after they graduate.

we take these changes into

an annual healthcare case

consideration, it seems to

study challenge with GE

be obvious that traditional

Healthcare, which brings

recognise the appeal of developing their expertise without

approaches will not work.

together MBA students

taking a career break.

We are basically dealing with

from around the world and

a whole new student profile.’

healthcare professionals to

prioritise the many values of entrepreneurship.

*
*
*

develop innovative solutions

Case studies

to healthcare’s most

Historically, most business

pressing problems. This

schools have delivered a

year’s challenge focused

substantial part of their

on sepsis and last year’s on

MBA learning via case

dementia.

studies, looking at concepts

Another example cited

The rise of entrepreneurialism. Entrepreneurial MBAs
have grown in popularity recently as generations Y and Z
Action-based learning. Some courses have been
specifically designed to help students apply their

Flexible learning. The demand for a flexible MBA
continues to rise, as growing numbers of professionals

Specialisations. These are making a big comeback this
year, as recruiters expect to hire graduates with in-depth
management experience of the industry in which they are
seeking to work.

Source: topuniversities.com

has proved so popular that

that it would launch an

the group is now teaming

online course in financial

from finance to marketing.

by Liu is a variation on the

up with universities in

technology (fintech)

Traditionally, this may have

case-study challenge called

Australia and Mexico to run

designed to equip

taken the form of a complex

Nudgeathon, developed

similar events.

business executives with

business decision, with the

by Warwick’s behavioural

aim of getting students

science group, where teams

Business School has also

an increasingly digitised

to think through strategic

try to develop a solution to a

developed a case study of

financial services industry.

moves in a corporate

social problem – littering, for

the Volkswagen ‘dieselgate’

environment. However, with

example – using the concept

scandal, where students

Harvard Business School’s

the arrival of a new kind of

of ‘nudging’. Nudging uses

examine the internal

digital learning initiative,

student, this is one area that

positive reinforcement

culture of the company and

is announcing the launch

forward-thinking business

and indirect suggestions

explore the events around

of Entrepreneurship

schools are overhauling.

to influence people’s

it before producing a mini-

Essentials, an online

Generations Y and Z may

behaviour. Nudgeathon

documentary.

course that introduces

Liu says that Warwick

Savvy business

still see the benefit in

the knowledge needed in

Meanwhile, HBX,

participants to the principles

maximising profits, but

schools have

of entrepreneurship, tapping

they are also influenced

also realised

into Generation Z’s hunger

that they must

for more entrepreneurial

make their MBA

roles following their

programmes

graduation.

by things like corporate
social responsibility and
sustainability.
‘The case study is very
much part of teaching,
both in its traditional
classroom form and in
new virtual ways,’ says
Chengwei Liu, course
director of the executive
MBA at Warwick Business

Today’s MBA
students are
interested in
business doing
good and adding
to society, rather
than just the
bottom line

relevant to

The evolution is likely to

digital working

continue as competition

practices.

between business schools

Oxford

to capture the next

University’s Saïd

generation of top students

Business School

ramps up.

AB

announced
this summer

Beth Holmes, journalist
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Upcoming events
ACCA has close to 40 member networks across the UK, so you’re never far from an
event run by your professional organisation. Here are highlights of what’s coming up
Events

plain-sailing for some

ACCA Cymru Wales

like-minded practitioners.

companies. Employers of

national conference and

Sessions will cover property

Ask an expert

all sizes have expressed

gala dinner

taxes, employment taxes,

1 November, Bristol, £15

dissatisfaction with the poor

6 December, Cardiff

the hallmarks of an effective

This chat show style event

service levels, administrative

Conference, dinner and

practice, life after the FRSSE,

will provide insight into

burden and problems

accommodation, £250p/p;

and planning for Brexit

The Royal Mint, one of the

with payroll integration.

dinner only, table of 10,

uncertainties.

oldest organisations in the

In this Smart Pension

£600. See website for other

world with a history dating

seminar, we examine how

options

Leadership in action

back over 1,000 years. You

advisers can turn this into a

Join us for this flagship

9 November, London, £495

can tweet your questions

commercial opportunity by

event, which has a theme

To become a great leader,

in advance to @ACCA_UK

tapping into the lucrative

of ‘The changing face of

you must first become

using #ACCAASK.

secondary market. We will

finance and business’.

a great person. Leading

cover what the secondary

Taking place at Cardiff’s

others effectively will

Working capital

market looks like from

St David’s Hotel & Spa,

be determined by how

9 November, London

an adviser’s perspective,

sessions include shaping

well you lead yourself.

Have you ever asked

and how to monetise it

the future of accountancy,

In this course, you will

yourself: ‘If I had access to

effectively. In addition, Sage

productivity issues and

learn lessons from great

more working capital, what

will cover the importance

opportunities in Wales,

leaders – how they lead

could I do with it to take my

of payroll and pensions

and strategic business

by example, acknowledge

business forward?’ Managing

integration to streamline

partnering. Attendees can

work well done, have the

your working capital is more

administration across all

hear behind-the-scenes

courage to speak out when

than closing short-term cash

payroll software providers.

stories from the 2017 Lions

things go wrong, and

Tour from Scott Quinnell and

how they have the skills

flow gaps. In this webinar,
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Pay4 will cover why proactive

Glasgow business lunch

his ‘Fan Van’, and listen to

to influence, encourage,

management of working

17 November, Glasgow,

Sam Warburton’s first-hand

challenge and inspire.

capital is important, how to

individual bookings, £35;

experiences of facing the All

ensure your business doesn’t

tables of 10, £300; tables of

Blacks in New Zealand.

run out of cash, and how

12, £360 (all plus VAT)

to increase your access to

ACCA’s Glasgow business

working capital finance.

lunch is back on the table

Data risks and protection
13 November, London, £519

Professional courses

This course demonstrates
how to review the

for 2017. Guests can enjoy

Residential conference for

effectiveness of your data

Advice on auto-enrolment

a three-course lunch with

practitioners

safeguards and adopt

16 November, Nottingham,

wine, and a talk from one of

16-18 November, Leeds,

some simple measures to

free

Scotland’s most successful

£739

protect businesses and

Despite the unprecedented

businessmen, Jim McColl

Refresh your technical

individuals from being

success of auto-enrolment,

OBE, chairman and CEO of

knowledge and discuss

victims of data loss. This

it has not always been

Clyde Blowers.

common issues with

course will also look at the
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new GDPR requirements

saving of £50 when you book

and the significant changes

two courses, and £80 when

that organisations will

you book three or more.

need to adopt.

Courses include:

*

Cross-border

*

VAT: what you need
to know, 6 November,
London

*

financial statements:
advanced analysis skills,

Unless otherwise stated, the

VAT pitfalls and

15 November, London

in-depth courses take place

opportunities,

between 9.30am-5.00pm,

3 November, London

offer eight CPD units and
cost £519. A multiplebooking discount offers a

*

What makes a valued
business partner?
3 November, Cardiff,

How to radically
improve your business
decisions, 1 December,
London

Drilling down into

transactions:

In-depth courses

*
*

Update on IFRS
developments,
11 December, London

AB

More information
Use our CPD Resource Finder to search for events listed
here, or search by postcode for events close to you at
bit.ly/ACCA-CPD1

Party on!
The political party conference season made the
headlines for a number of reasons this year. Lost
voices and P45s last month at the Conservative party
conference in Manchester; football-crowd-style chanting
in support of Jeremy Corbyn (pictured right) at the
Labour conference in Brighton. (The Lib Dems in
comparison hosted an altogether more sedate event.)
ACCA participated in both the Tory and Labour
events, being apolitical and with no allegiance to any
political party. At the Labour conference, ACCA chief
executive Helen Brand spoke at a business forum
alongside shadow international trade secretary Barry
Gardiner, highlighting how ACCA members hold the
professional skills that will be essential in helping

ACCA also co-hosted a reception for over 400

business and the public sector tackle the challenges and

guests, at which chancellor Philip Hammond covered

seize the opportunities that lie ahead.

the government’s plans for the Brexit negotiations and

At the Conservative party conference, ACCA hosted a
panel discussion featuring speakers from business and

the threat of high levels of borrowing and debt to our
consumer economy.

government – including former minister of state for energy

‘Following a busy conference season for ACCA, we are

and intellectual property, and Conservative peer, Baroness

in a strong position to advance policy issues affecting our

Neville Rolfe – looking at the role of the devolution agenda

members and the wider profession in 2018 and beyond,’

in helping to support businesses to export and grow.

said Anthony Walters, ACCA’s head of public affairs.
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Council highlights
At its meeting on 21 September 2017, Council discussed a range of issues, including
apprenticeships and ACCA’s research on ethics and trust in a digital age
ACCA’s Council met on
21 September 2017 at
The Adelphi in London.
It discussed and agreed
a number of issues that
included the following:

*

Council confirmed
the appointment of
Andrew Steele as
secretary in accordance
with bye-law 38.

*

The president
updated Council
on recent activities
on behalf of ACCA
members, including
representational events
in Canada, Guyana,
Ireland, Malaysia,

*

*

highlighting ACCA’s

the US and Vietnam.

strategic performance

The deputy president

to the end of July 2017.

being prioritised as part

Board, including the

and vice president also

Council noted ACCA’s

of the flexible delivery

ratification of the June

informed Council of

continued improvement

strategic priority in

2017 examination results.

representational events

in member, affiliate and

2017/18 and beyond to

they had attended

student satisfaction

transform ACCA’s digital

during the same period.

following the latest

capabilities.

the chairmen of the

Council discussed

results from the second

Council noted a paper

Audit Committee,

a report on ACCA’s

quarter of surveys

on the formation of

Remuneration

apprenticeships,

conducted.

a Market Adoption

Committee and

Council received a

Oversight Group,

Resource Oversight

presentation and

including membership

Committee. Council

Trailblazer initiative.

considered a paper

and terms of reference.

also noted a report

Council agreed

based on ACCA’s

This group oversees

from the Audit

ACCA’s approach

research, Ethics and trust

the strategic direction

Committee covering risk

to the development

in a digital age.

of ACCA’s market

management, internal

Council approved the

adoption work, which

audit, information

renewal of the Mutual

aims to ensure ACCA’s

security assurance and

in England.

Recognition Agreement

markets are ready to

ACCA chief executive

with the Malaysian

deliver the next phase

Council’s next meeting

Helen Brand delivered

Institute of Certified

of developments to the

will be in London on

a report to Council

Public Accountants.

ACCA Qualification.

30 November 2017.

including an update on
the UK government’s

of Trailblazer
apprenticeships

*

*

Singapore, Sri Lanka,

*

*

*

Council received an
update on the activities

*

Council noted a report
from the Qualifications

Council received
presentations from

legal risks.

AB
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Shaping the future

More than 60 delegates from around the world attended the 2017 International
Assembly in London to consider the theme ‘ACCA shaping and leading the profession’
ACCA’s annual event, held

ahead about how they can

over two days at its London

advocate for ACCA and the

headquarters, this year

profession.

addressed a number of

International Assembly (IA)

topics under the theme of

welcomed guest speaker

‘ACCA shaping and leading

Philippe Arraou, past-

the profession’.

president at the French

Members took part in

institute of chartered

workshops and discussions

Accountants (Ordré des

on a wide range of areas

Experts-Comptables) who

including ACCA’s role in

spoke compellingly about

the Belt & Road Initiative;

the impact of technology on

delivering member value;

the future of the profession.

and ACCA’s recent research

Closing the event,

Ethics and Trust in a Digital

deputy president Leo Lee

Age. There was a preview

encouraged IA members to

of ACCA’s new Ethics and

continue to play their part

Professional Skills Module

in leading and shaping the

ahead of its 31 October

profession, concluding that

launch. Member advocacy

members’ views are crucial

was also on the agenda,

‘in helping ACCA to maintain

with members thinking

its global perspective’.

AB

Delegates joined ACCA president Brian McEnery
(seated, centre), deputy president Leo Lee (right)
and vice president Robert Stenhouse (left)
Alice Yip, chairman, ACCA Hong Kong
Matthew Wong from China

80
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Gezahegn Worku Deressa from Ethiopia
Babajide Ibironke from Nigeria (r) and ACCA director
of Sub-Saharan Africa Jamil Ampomah
Marta Rejman, Council member
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The future is here
Accounting for the Future is back for 2017, with a packed
programme and CPD units on offer for attendees
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This year’s ACCA

accountants and the topic of

scepticism, Belt and Road,

Accounting for the Future

a major global ACCA study

and much more.

virtual conference, running

published this year, Ethics

on 4–6 December, will

and trust in a digital age. This

choose to attend, they all

focus on technology and

session emphasises a key

deal with the real challenges

its increasingly important

survey finding: that ethical

and opportunities facing the

role in shaping the

behaviour will become

profession. The aim is to give

professional landscape.

increasingly important for

you the knowledge to be

securing public trust in an

able to meet both head-on.

The line-up of authoritative
speakers will discuss
changes to roles in finance,

As always, sessions will

The whole event will offer
21 units of CPD.
If you cannot make the

audit and management

range far and wide, taking

accounting through the lens

in tax, reporting, regulation,

live event, the sessions will

of technology.

blockchain, data analytics,

be available on demand

international trade, small

until March 2018. Register

on ethical behaviour – a core

business issues, talent,

now at accaglobal.com/

attribute for professional

social mobility, professional

accountingforthefuture.

There will also be a session

82

evolving digital age.

Whatever sessions you
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Model government
The public sector is facing
unprecedented challenges
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